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Presidents Discuss Issues
by Nancy Singer
In a recent meeting organized
by Congressman
Christoph.r
Dodd, which included presidents
of the coiieges-iii his diStrict, the
issue of federal approval for
student aid in the Carter budg.t
was discussed.
Also the need for unified energy
policies in the U.S. was discusBed
because of the rise in the cost of
fue] oil"
Included
in Carter's
n.w
budget is a reduction in the
amount of student loans to be
granted, as well as propooal that
the monies be transferred to the
Guarant •• d Student
Loan
Program, which is controlled by
the banks.
President
Oakes Ames is
aware of the effect this program
might have on Conn. students,
and admits that he is "disappointed to see this reduction in
student loans, "without compensation elsewhere."
Ames acknowledges the fact
that having to deal with banks for
student loans, rather than college
financial aid offices, will b. more
difficult for the students.

H. has not y.t determu.ecs what
eeurse of action h. will take on
this issue, how.v.r, he urges

g~nt8-

!!~~!!H}'

-those

recipients of the stud.nt 108lIB to
writ.
their
senators
and
congr.ssman.
On the subject of \he rapid
increase in \he cest of fue~
Congressman Dodd had ......
advic. for the presidents in attendanc. at th. meeting. H.
sugg.sted the need for eolleges to
become environmental modes! to
th. commwlity at larg •.
President Ames' views on the
subject of .nergy conservation,
at Com. in particular, was expr.ssed in a recent response to a
question in the "Go Ask Oakes"
colwnn in Pundit.
Ames stated' that the college
has an educational responsibility
to heighten the communities
awareness of the environment.
H. said that in-as-much as we
have the technological knowledge
on campus, we should use it to
benefit ourselves and the community by reducing the amount
of energy consumed,

Oakes Ames Oem giVing .opening remarks at the
college presidents' meeting last Monday.

Talk Given OnJFK Murder
Oswald's Guilt Questioned

Connecticut College

Volume 64,

For 'D1Dple, on that cJO.r
sunnyandwarmdayinDallaalJ..
years ago, an uoiclentified man
carried an umbnlla to Dealy
Number 18, 3 March 1977
Pizza, whete the preslden\ 1IQlI\d
be glBlned down. This moa1ery
man opened his umlJrella aDd the
shooting started. He c1aIed 1JiIJ
nigh!.
_""ella ad u.. "'otlJJ6
Th. lecture, attended
by
BflIpped. Who ..... IfDs_1
WI1Y
posslbl. solution would be to
almost 200 people, included
the umbrelIa1 Was tbIs acIiolI a
consolidate the positions. She
slides, fiJms and informative
coincidence or a silIDaI?
also beli.v.s that the role of th.
narration by Mr. Yazijian. This
According to Mr. Ylilijilm, two
Hous. Presid.nts
should be
data was used to expos. many
thirds of the wilD_
in Dealy
reinforced because- "we depend
apparent inconsistenci.s
betP1aza that day have lIlIid that
, on them heavily."
ween photographic and oth.r
shots cam. from a "graasy
Both Ms. Kagan and Ms.
.videnc.,
and the Warren
knoO" to the right and in front of
Rumage have faith in a new
Commission
Report on the
the president's car, contrary to
system. Th.y beli.ve that eag.r
Assassination
of th.
lat.
the Warren ComoJj.,;CIII coopeople will make it work. Ms.
Pr.sioblnt . John
Fitzg.rald
elusions.
Rumag. is loddng forward to
Kennedy.
Three "buma" were pilSed up
breaking
in the new vic.Th. Warren Conunission stat..
in a railroad car behind the moll
president, and Ms. Kagan, since
that Lee Harv.y Oswald acting
by two policemen. One of \he
she is only a junior, will work
alone killed President K.nnedy,
policemen had astrange abject in
next year to help change the
and that Jack Ruby also acted
his ear which was not port of \he
system.
alone when h. shot Oswald.
Dallas Polic. Dress Code.
Ann. Robillard was approved
Th•• vidence, which was .ith.r
These three men, who were
as acting vice-president, h.r
ignored by the Warren Co"!"
clean shaven and dresIed in old
position as Secretary-treasur.r
mission or .xplained with some
but clean cllltbes, were brougbt
being t.mporarily
fill.d by
dubiOWl logic, presents many
into a Dallas Police alation and
Elaine Demore. Michael Colnes
unansw.red questions, according
disappear.d without a trace.
'!ill serve as acting Judictary
to Mr. Yuijian.
One ci these ubIma" very
Board Chairman.
closely r.sembles
a polic.
cOlDpOSilepicbre of the man
believed to have kiIIed Dr. Martiil
Luther King. This ulMan" is not
the man convicted in the King
The
Connecticut
College
youth leaders will outline their
killing, James Earl RaJ.
Republicans have launched..
vi.ws
to the Connecticut
As for the rifle, which ..,.
fulI-scal. .ffort to keep the
lawmakers.
cording to the Warren C0mstate's minimum drinking age at
Collin asserted that if the hike
mission Lee Oswald ..... to kill
18. The action comes in the face
is approved, the loss will be to the
the president, it needed repeir
of growing sentim.nt
in the
state of Comecticut. "Peopl. will
before authorities CIllI1d teIt it.
Hartford legislature to raise \he
just buy their liquor .lsewhere,"
There was a discrepmcy in the
drinking age to 21.
he stated, "and w. will lose
identification of the a- by an
Colleg. Republican President
important revenues to be gained
officer who sboa1d ..... e known
Bruce Collin announced that
via liquor sales."
beller. Th. rtn. COIIkm't be fired
petitions will be circulated on
COllin also said "it seems
fast enough by expert D8'Iwnen
campus stating that "the unparadoxical"
thaI
many
to fit the lime sequeoce of the
dersigned are opposed to any
lawmak.rs
are reported
to
murder.
l.gislativ. measure which would
support a move to allow II-yearThis type of rtn. 1m been
increase
th. drinking
age
olds to run tilr Stat. Represen·
dubbed, "Th. m...t1unaDitar'ian
currently mandated under stat.
tative, while at \he same time
weapon ever-made, beca .... it
law."
advocating the raising of the
never hurt anyone inteotiaoally t'~
Similar
p.tilions
will be
drinking age.
quipped Mr. Yazijilm.
collected
from 13 colleg.s
"What these representatives
A picture taken of the motorthroughout the state and will be
are saying is that 11-year-olds
cad. secondS before the sboollng
presented to the legislatilre on
can vote, can hold public offic.,
slartW sbows a man who bears a
March 14. A public hearing on the
can serve in the armed forces,
strikiilg r.semblanc.
to Le.
matter is scheduled on this date - and yet camot drink. Suell an
Oswald - standiDl
in the
where
number of Republican
argwnent seems inconsistent ."
_tinDed all JlllCe few

Student Government Officers Quit
By Karen Fed.r
Until Ann Rumage, Tamara
Kagan, and Leslie Margolin left
the room for what Ms. Margolin
called a "secret meeting," last
W.dnesday night's se.med like
an ordinary student assembly
m•• ting.
Upon
their
r.turn
Ms.
Margolin,
Presid.nt
of th.
Student Gov.rnment Association,
announced the resignstion of Ms.
Rumage and Ms. Kagan as vicepr.sident and Judiciary Board
chairman, respectiv.ly.
The decisions, although indep.ndent,
were mad.
for
.ssentially
the same. reason.
They f.el thatth. lack of student
response to Student Gov.mm.nt
indicates that there is something
wrong with the present system.
"It is tim. to 10'" at the problem
rather than perpetuating th. poor

system," said Ms. Kagan.
They finally decided to resign
when only ISS students voted in
llIe election. They both fee~
however, that there will be no
problem in reaching quorum in
the next .l.ction only because the
school is now in a "crisis"
situation.
During the Assembly m•• ting a
few HOWIePresidents .xpressed
"new faith" in the system. They
were enco~raging
the other
HOWIePresidents to go back to
their dorms and put signs up
about the n.w .lection. Ms.
Rumage thought that the enthusiasm was great- just a few
months lat •.
Ms. Rumage stated that "th.re
are 200 positions for student
l.aders on this campus and they
are putting thems.lves out of
busin.ss."
She feels that a

by Jam.. Howard
Mr. Harvey Yazijian, of the
Assassina tion Inf orma tio..
Bureau, explored the historical
implications
of
political
8SS8Sllillations in America, ill a
frightening
and
dramatic
pr.sentation here last Thursday

Drinking Petitions Circulated

Tammy Kagan

Ann Rumag.
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Letters

to the Editors

Vandalism
Brings Results

The Presses
Roll On

I

Money is tight all over and Connecticut College is
no exception. Because of this, when Pundit overspent its budget last semester the Board was
considering - among other things - folding the
newspaper_
- Afler lobbying for funds for severa I weeks Pundit
is happy to report that we have received the
I
necessary funds to continue printing this semester,
Many members of the community, from the
President's office to student government onicials,
were aware of this campus' need for a Pundit; for
this we are grateful.
Because ofthe unorganized nature of Connecticut
College's Public Relations, much of its image, "1<1king has -traditionally been left to Pundit.
,
I To have stopped publishing
the newspaper, or to
have decreased its quality because of a lack of
financial resources would have created an even
larger gap between the college and its constituents.
Pundit would like to thank everyone"involved,
particularly
the chairman of the Finance Subcommittee Ann Rumage, for their time and consideration.

Dear Editors:
Members
of the campus
community are asked to restrict
any eating and drinking in the
Library to the 24-hour Lounge
and adjoining Strauss Reading
Room. Food and beverages
should not be taken into the main
part of the building at any time.
Please observe this important
regulation.
In this
connection,
the
Librarian is sorry to announce
that the snack vending machine
is being removed from the
Lounge following repeated attempts to steal its contents
during early morning hours. Both
the machine and wall of the room
have been damaged. The owner
is unwilling to risk further
damage to the machine despite
its proven prciitability.
Brian Rogers

Letter From Wright
•
Opposed
To the editors:
Although we are supporters of
Bill Davis for Social Chairman,
we were appalled at Pundit for
publishing such a deflamatory
letter about Dawn Jalet without making th os e 'YELLOWBElLIES" in Wright sign-their

name
It was not-noted last week's article on the Dance
Marathon that Kaplan'S Travel Bureau had kindly
donated the trip to the Bahamas. All involved
would like to apologize for this oversight and thank
them for their charitable contribution.

SPRINGRECESSMARCH11-MAR,H27
'
ALL RESIDENTIAL STUDENTS - PLEASE NOTE
This vacation is a CLOSED period and ALL
students MUST vacate their dormitory rooms no
later than 6:00 P.M., Friday, March 11, 1977.
BE SURE TO TAKE WITH YOU ALL PERSONAL
BELONGINGS THAT YOU WILL NEED DURING
THIS REC~SS. NO SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS OR
SPECIAL PERMISSION WILL BE-GRANTED TO
STUDENTS TO ALLOW THEM TO ENTER THEIR
ROOM
OR
DORMITORY
DURING
THIS
VACATION.
Dormitories will reopen at 2:00 P.M., on Sunday,
March 27, 1977
Margaret Watson
Dean of Student Affairs
Basic Grant Applications are now ava ilable in the
Financial Aid Office (205 Fanning).

or

names.

After

reading the letter we did not
kriow whether those people were
a minority, a majority,
or
whether they even lived in
Wright. In the future, we feel that
Pundit should not publish slanderous material
unless the
autbor or authors make themselves known. Only by these
means can the readers validate
for themselves the content of the
article. As for th os e "Concerned
meliibers of Wright," whoever
you may be, your letter was
definitely gutless and in poor
taste.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Lonstein '78'
TomKadzis '78'
EdIton Note: PWuut W8I well
aware of the letter'. aathon and
the DDlDber of penoDi Iavolved.
Baled om thalluformalloa we felt
thaI they bad • rlghl to air their
oplalolL

Special Thanks

Dance Colloquium
TO THE EDITORS:
The recent Editorial in Pundit
("Elitism Waltzes On") listed a
number of grievances
with
regard to Dance Department
policies which need and deserve
clarification.. The Department
invites all members of the college
community to a colloquim in
which questions, thoughts and
suggestions regarding dance at
Connecticut College can be explored - Wednesday evening,
March 9, at 7 p.m in CrozierWilliams lounge. Meanwhile, I
offer the following information as
background whicch might be
helpful in marshalling
our
thoughts for further discussion
next week.
The dance major, now four
years old, has 4{) majors, several
ci whom are 3 year majors
(combining 3 winters and 3
summers at the American Dance
Festival). "Theory and Style"
classes that-meet five times per
week, I\2 hours per class. Additionally,
approximately
60
students
attend
non-credit
classes offered by department
senior majors four afternoons per
week in Thames.
Until this year our space appropriate for "Style and Theory"
classes (involving the practice ci
ballet, _modern
jazz dance
techniques) has been the East
Studio in Crozier-Williams. Six
such classes are scheduled in the
studio between 8:50 and 5: 15,
Monday through Friday. An
additional non-major beginning
course is taught in the bowling
alley. (We share Thames with the
Theatre Department; and other
spaces with departments having
continaed oa page eleven

To the Editors:
We are writing this letter to
express our gratitude, as well as
other's
around us, for the
dedication and sincere concern
that Ann Rumage brought to the
office of the Vice-President of
Student Government.
Too few students realize the
immense amount of work involved in undertaking and successfully completing the term of
Vice-President.
We would like to publicly extend our congratulations
and
appreciation to Ms. Rumage for
all that she has given to Connecticut College.
Cynthia Tower
Loreta Zdanys
Sharon Kelman

Some Wise Advice
•
To the Editors:
_ To the Connecticut College
community. It has become increasingly apparent that there is
something vitally wrong with our
lives here at Conn. We work hard
for the most part, and attempt to
develop some future oriented
commodity within ourselves.
This commodity may be the
abstract idea of knowledge or the
concrete goal of gainful employment in one's chosen field. In
its proper place, thia is good.
However, there has been an
increasing
emphasis on this
"work" Attitude to the virtual
exclusion ofallelso. I submit that
this campus is in a way sick. We
all feel it in the vague realization
that we are not utilizing our
present circumstances or our full
potential for personal growth.
We have become locked into
our individual, future oriented
boxes to such an extent that at
times we come dangerously close
to denying the present entirely.
How many of your friends are
really happy? How many of you
feel lonesome or misunderstood?
The problem arises when we _
begin to look on these conditions
as normal. They are not normal.
The lack of energy, of diversity,
of a certain sense of craziness. is
just one symptom of a deeper
pathological
denial
of the
present, which to most of us has
come to be considered the status
quo.
continued on page eleven
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National Observer

The New Navy

By NOAH SORKIN
Anyone who got a passing
grade in a Comparative Political
Systems course would know that
the strained relations between
the United Stales and Russia are
a product of many complicated
factors. The notion that a simple
build-up of United Stales arms
and munitions will solve all
Soviet-American tensions is as
dangerous as it is falseIt is thus frightening that the
Army is planning a massive
reorganization
with the sole
purpose of creating the most
devastating fightin~ force in the
history of mankind.
According to Lieut. Col. DarylJaschen, the Pentagon's project
manager for the reorganization,
the "new Army" will result in
"units of 17,800 men instead of
16,500, 200 more junior officers,
and 54 more - tanks in th<!
mechanized infantry units."
New York Times reporter
Drew Middleton wrote, "The
number of lii5-millimeter self-

CCffl\llli$Jla1 with [aldie
C0 by H. [V"''l5·('r.IdJ"d,@I!J!"
o,t, yoU KtfOti
,91 Wi CIHi SaF-{(AIffTi OUt 7i~'IP
fO'f'otJJL /..08£

'Vir

':~

propelled howitzers in each
division will be increased from 54
to 96, and the nwnber d eightinch guns will be increased from
12 to 16 for each unit."
tt is also nice to learn how
happy the Army is of its new
plans. said Lieut. Col. Jaschen,
"For the first time in the history
of warfare you will be able to kill .
a tank with field artillery."
Imagine
that!
How
far
civilization has progressed!
The time has long since passed
for USto stop listening to the sick,
ignorant, and dangerous cries of
the Army, Veterans grlllPS, and
conservatives who preach increased weapons inventories and
military power.
All the nations of the world
must do everything possible to
curtail military operations and
weapon construction. We are all
hwnan beings, whether communist, liberal, conservative,
black or white. The human race
must develop a grea~r regard
for life Itself.
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Women's Lib Is Men's Lib

This Year With S.GoA.

e>peet their men to liberate economic structure.
Ms. Wehr's response
was
them.
On the subject ~ the male, Ms. shocking. Sbe suggested that
Wehrproclaima that men find Ute maybe there is a need to change
need to be tbe "macbo male." tho ecenomie system. She stated
They have an inhibition for tesrs that others have decided that a
is necessary
to
and tenderness. For this reason revolution
Utey depend on their women for overthrow the present economic
condition,
and perhaps
a
affection.
.ocialistic
s~~e
;0;: the answer.
Mr. Burlingame'S response
Ms. Wehr's stand was a c.
r
surprising. 11was not a denial ,,' J.
•
• cotit,
what she had said, as some had
_continued
from
page ou e
expected,
but instead
he
doorway
of
the
Texas
Schoolbook
proposed a solution .
His solution is entitled The 50-00 Depository Building at street
Plan, wbere man and wife share level
The Warren Commission held
Ute housework and a career
equaily. Mr. Burlingame feels that Oswald was on the sixth floor
Utat it is unfair that a woman of that building at the time. The
should have to choose between a man in the picture is identified as
career or children; she should Billy Lovelady by the Comhave Ute opportunity to do both, mission's report Billy Lovelady
If The 50-50 Plan were in- bad a beard at the time; the man
stituted, the man would work in the picture appears to be clean
from 8 a.m. to 12 Noon and then shaven.
OUter evidence was presented
return home, then the woman
would work from 12 Noon to 4 by Mr ..Yazijian which supported
p.m. after taking care of the his contention that something is
household all morning. This plan seriously wrong with many of the
of the Warren
would produce twice as many conclusions
jobs with people working balf the Conunission.
Included in this evidence is
hours.
Since man and wife would be Oswald's connection with the
Why then, if there was all this
sharing Ute same activities there
would be a realization of the conflicting evidence about these
. other's problema and this would assassinations, did the respective
make them more sympathetic investigations avoid finding out
towards, one another.
This about the discrepancies?
solution would also be "child- CIA, Jack Ruby's connection
with organized crime and the
liberating ."
The children would be able to CIA, and Oswald's defection to
get to know their. father better Russia and return to the U.S.
and the hidden nurturing ten- without prosecution for treason.
dencies of the father could be
If the Warren Commission had
'exposed.
said that, "John. Kennedy was
A discussion followed which killed as a result of an internal
was open to questions and idess government power struzale," as
from the audience. The point thst Mr. Yazijian believes;:
"conwas continuaily being' stressed
sequences would have .. eated a
was the feasibility of fitting Tbe confidence crisis in government
50-50 Plan into our present
of overwh.lming proportions.
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Social Board To Sponsor E.S.P. and Hypnosis
DemostratIDn James J. Mapes will once again
return to Connecticut College to unleash his student
volunteers'
inhibitions
resulting
in laugh.
pr~voking, side-splitting hilarity at 8:00 p.m. on
Friday, March ~ In Dana Lecture Hall. Demonstrating the "Power of the Mind," he uses total
audie!lce participation to probe the inner most
cornen of the human mind, revealing events of thl>
future, present, ancfpasFor 51.00 James Mapes will
leave the most skeptical of spectators spellboundt

Lyndon B. Johnson And
The American Dream
between the framers of the
. by MIdlaeI liaise
Dr. Doris Kearns, ProfeSsor of Constitution and contemporary
80vernment and biographer of federalleadersbip, Kearns noted,
Lyndon Baines Johnson, lectured Instigated the downfsl1 of the
and
Jobnson
adlast Thunday on the institution of Nixon
ministrations.
the modern presidency.
Modern sociological trends of
She told an enthralled audience
tbe fragmented
family. and
~ ~ about ber close relationship
nonpartlsanship
added
to the
wltb Jolmson. Her
''Lyndon
problem.
Jobnson and tbe American
The reSllting unnaturalness of
Dream, ,. wbidJ has been called a
the presidentlsl power structure,
psycbo-polltlcaJ
bIoppby, was
added Kearns, .... reinforced In
based on this relatlonsblp.
tlie personalities
of Lyndon
SIte watched Jobnson,-dlll'lqj
the last five yelllS of his life, shed Jobnson and Ricbard Nixonbls politlcalllubllc
seU and who both appeared with 0breflect on biB early life and session and need.
Out ~ obselIsive need for
presidency.
"After biB second heart at- power, Nison put his election
above the Constitution.
tack," said Kearrmt uJolmson
became a very vulnenble and . From a similar Intense need for
confidence and love, Jolmon
opeD person. "
often used biB power to give gifts
A former staff member In the
to usociatea, and be was comJolmson adminiBlraliOll and later
an e1de in belpinjI the B· pelled to act alone on biB decision
to escalate the Vietnam war In
president wltb his memoirs.
July 1975.
Kearns dellcrlbel:ttheir stroIW
To Jobnaon, politics .... a way
reiatklnsblp. She would arise
to
earn love and gratitude.
early because be would often
climb into her bed dIII'lqj regular Jolmson told KeanII bow after
biB landslide vict<ry in 1964 'for
moming vtsiIs, "pull the &beets
tbe first time In my life 1truly felt
up to his dlli1 and tell cbIIdbood
loved.'
stories."
Now it seems that tbe pen.
Dr. Kearns proceeded to relate
JobJson's Jlfelq cbaracter to dIilum in American bistorY has
begun to swing .back toward a
the structure of tbe modern
more
even balance ~ power,
presidency.
concluded ~tIcally.
'lbe difference
in tbought. __~

boc*'

Io in t!Jt SfflllffJllI SIIII/ 11/(1'. \i.~I/O 1/
• Choose from a wide variety of introductory
and advanced courses taught by Stanford's
own
distinguished
faculty
and
guest
professors. Courses in such fields as:
•

historv / humanities / languages / sciellces
mathematics l technology / social sciences
education / special programs and institutes

stanfotd
summel
seSSiOn.

,

.lm« .!(L."~!!,/I.III.~

climate,
• Surround
yourself
with
our
unusually
pleasant
nearby
beaches
and redwoods,
and enjoy the cultural'
•
and recreational attractions of a great university and the
San Francisco Bay Area.
•

lhc Summer
Visitor
Program
i~ Opl'1l to tllHkrgraduatt'
and
graJu<.Ill' stLHknts in ~ood
~tantling. pl'rsolls agl'd 2) years or

a,"l

OVl'r.

•

qualifiL'd hig}. school stud,'nts.

prOl:l'l!ufl'
i~Sil~lpk. and SlIllll1l1.'rvisitor~
meet the uSlli:t1 aJmissions ft.'lfuirl'lllcnh.

Thl' appliciltioll

Ill'l'L1

Ilol

I

• for your copy of our I Q77 Summer SL'ssion Build in and an applicat io~,
lor admISSion. chp tlllS'.d and mail to:
.
Stanford Summer Session
Stanford UnivL'rsity'
Stanford. CA 94305
(415)497-3109
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The following three awards for approximately
S3OO5400 to be used for graduate
study will be announced
at the Honors
and Awards
Assembly
during
Parents
Weekend.
April 22-24.
ROSEMARY
PARK
FELLOWSHIP
FOR
TEACHING:
Only seniors may apply.
ROSEMARY
PARK GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP:
Only seniors
mayapple.
PHI BETA KAPPA SCHOLARSHIP:
Seniors and
alumni
may
apply.
(Applicants
need
not be
members
of PBtS:)
The application
form covering
ALL of the above
awards
is now available
in Dean Johnson's
office
(Fanning
202).
•
Application
forms
must
be completed
and
returned
to this office no later than March IS, 1977.

Rumsfeld

..

to Speak

By MlcIIael Haase .

Former Sccret..ry Ii. Defense
Donald H. Rumaleld will spealr.
on "The U.s. National Security in
the 1970's and 1980's," on March

Want to be out of touch? Theatre studies. on March
7.8,9 and 10 is prf!senting
two absurdist
comedies
by modern
American
playwrites.
John Gudre and
Arthur
Kapit;
"A
Day for
Surprises"
and
"Chamber
Music,"
or as they are collectively
known - "Out of Touch."
8:00 in Palmer
Auditorium,
9:30 on March 8. Admission:
51.00 with student
lOs. 52.50 without.

8, at 7:30 p.OL, in Palmer
Audilorium.
Rwnsfeld, a former Illinois

congressman,

was

U.S.

Secretary
of Defense from
November 1975to January 1977.
He bas served as director of the
(:ost of Living Council, director of
the Office of Economic opportunity, and ambassador 10 the
North
Atlantic
Treaty
Organization.
Rumsfeld's daugbter Valerie, a
junior at Connecticut College,
was just awarded a Morrisaon
internship.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Chapel Board and is free of
charge.

Knowlton House is currently
filling spaces on the
French.
German,
Russian.
Spanish
and Chinese
corridors
for next year.
If you are interested
in
living in the I nternationa
I House. please
contact
Allison
Davis
(Room
110 or Beth Dolliver
lhousefellow)
no later than Wednesday,
March 9th.

Scale Stolen

Nominations
Reopened
Quorum was not reached in the
last Student Government elections.· NOMINATIONS
for
President, Vice President, Social
Board Chairman, and Judiciary
Board Cbairman ARE BEING
RE-OPENED
STARTING
Friday, February 25 at 11 a.m.
until Tuesday, March I at5 p.m.
No nominations will be accepted
after 5 p.m. Marcb I. Platform
statements for Pundit are due at
that time.
Tbe all campus Amalgo, to
hear candidates speak and to
question them, as weI! as to raise
issues of concern about Student
Government will be held Sunday,
March 6 at 7 p.m. in Hale 122.
Voting will be in the post office on
Monday, Marcb 7 and Tuesday,
Marcb 8. VOTE!
.. Go Navy'
;<

.

-'

A demODstration of an "AdYent" televiaioo was held 10 Bill
Hall, on Wed. Feb. 16. David
FenlDn, chairman of the PIlyaica
department;
Peter
Seng,
professor of English; William
McCloy, profesacr of Art; and
President oakes Ames viewed
the set, which the college is
considering 10 buy.
The "Advent's"
seven loot
parabolic screen whicb projecla
hues 01 red, blue, and green
produced an escellent quality
image.

Television
sbows such as
"Theater in America." "'!be

Pallisers," "Upstairs,

Down-

stairs" and HMonty Python" can
only be viewed on channels 2 and
53 whicb dorm televisions cannot
broadcast. The "Advent" would
be able 10broadcast these shows,
as well as other educational
programs.
Dr. Fenlon, wbo bas been tbe
leading advocate of this projeCt
said, "Studeola at Connecticut
College should have access to
educational television. Not only'
could this television serve as an
educational purpose, but it could
be used as an instructional devise
as well."
In order for prole ...... 10 use
-the T.V. projector
for instructional purposes, a "Bela
Max" would be required. The

"Bela Mas projects the picture
mill i!le acreeo from ~
C2ISIlI!UeS. For esample. ilia,s fer
cn.ma classes could be sbowo em
videotapes, lhel'eby playing a
greal role in teac/jog ~
fur profeaora.
One of the probIerns raised ....
thuecurity of the T.V. Mr. Sellll.
IeIt that the Myer Room in tbe
library would be the safest spol
Mr. Briao
Rogers,
Head
Ubrarlao, and Mr. Amesagreed.
Not only is the Iihrary tbe
safest building em Camplll 88 far
as security is concerlll!Cl,but tbe
antenna would pick up the!lest
receptiOll there since it is tbe
highest polot on camplll. The
Myer Room would require
llOUndprooling10 that studenla in
other rooms 00 the floor would
not be disturbed by the IOIIIId.
The cost of the "Advent" as
well as the- "Beta MaI" was
reported 10 be somewhere in the
area of $8000. Pres. Ames, who
seemed particularly impressed
with the quality image 00 tbe
parabolic screen, was 'concerned
about the room being uaed as a
"lounge." However, he did feel
there is a good posailility in
acquiring the televiaioo.
If the college buys the Advent
projector,
Mr. Rogers will
publish weekly educational T.V.
listings.

Trustees Elect Two

The Department 01 campus
Safety is currently investigating
the theft of an electronic balance
slolen from New London Hall last
weekend.
The scale, valued at over $7JO
was taken from a slorage closet
whicb bad been left unlocked.
According to Craig L. Hancock,
Director of campus Safety, there
are no suspects at tbis time.

...............

V ltimate TsV sVIsewin
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ALL OTHER COPCO ••• 25% OFF

o
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Anchors Away :
;<

The United States' newest
tactical
warfare
submarine
dropped anchor last Thursday
night :..- and lost it.
Crew members of the "U .s.s.
Philadelphia" said tbe vessel was
slopping outside of New London
Harbor after its second sea trial.
The crew reported that when
theancborwas dropped, its chain
slid free and followed the anchOr
to the bottom of Long Ish!.nd
SoU!'d, .. __.
., .... _.. __..... ".-."

Chrome

Fra me 40 Per Cent Off

COOKING SCHOOL
---Chinese - March 10
by
Gloria Zimmerman

***

;<

10
___French

- March 12
by
Michel Le Borgue
Executive
Chef at Yale·
Res. On Iy - 445-5151

Mon. thru Sa~. 9:30-5:30
GflOTOH SHOPI'lillS MAlt
Between Bononzo & Reid & Hughes

..... _

...... ~PItf!Il'

_.1_
... ~....5~~~~!!"'Io~a!

The Board of Trustees has
elected Bonnie Burke Himmeiman of WasbinglDn, D.C., and
Robert M. Pippilt
of New
t::a1l88D,
a senior executive with
Xerox Corporation, 10serve fiveyear terms.
Their election
brings tbe
Board's strengtb 1013men and 12
women. The ,former Mayor of
New London, Ruby T. Morris,
and College President Oakes
Ames are ex-officio members of
the Board.
Mrs. Himrneiman, wife of a
Washington attorney and the
mother of three young children,
/ is a graduate of Connecticut
College where she served as vice
president of ber junior class and
president of Scbwiffs,.
She bas studied Japanese
culture at Sophia University,
Tokyo, and did graduate work 10
Qlinese and Japanese bistory at
Colwnbia UniverSitr. She holds a
master's degree 10 psychology
from Catholic University
of
America.
Pippill is a Xerox group vice
president
for international
relations, respolllible lor the
. corporation's international staff
as well as its Latin American

group and Xerox of Canada, Ud.

He joined Xerox in 19f1 after
holding responsible management
positions witb Olivetti Corporation
and
International
BusIness Macbies Corpration.
A native of Kansas City,
Missouri, the new college trustee
served in the U.S. Army Air
Corps during World War II before
e'!!:Qlling at Micbigan State
University wbere be earned his
B.A. degree 10 economics.

Oakes
RobP.rt

.------------

Ames
P;ppitt

with

---

The Connecticut
Aboretum
Fellvwship-1977
The aim of this fellOwship
is: to encourage
research
in the Connecticut
Arboretum
of Connecticut
College.
The award
is made on a competitive basis to an individual
student for summer
field research
in the Aboretum.
Prior to submission
of propo$ll,
consultation
with the Arboretum
staH
is recommended.
Research
proposals
are
evaluated
by the Arboretum
staH. Grant amount$1,000.00 plus tuition in a SUmmer School Biology
course.
Submit proposals
to Director,
Connecticut
Arboretum.
Connecticut
College,
New London.
Conn. 06320.
Deadline for submission
of proposals - Monday.
Al?ril 4. 1917.
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A Look At

Art Majors

art major, Chris Marden, wbo
my lap. I continued seeking out
does, by bis own description
these
creative
individuals
who
to
My inslnIctions were to find out
"symbolic" paintings. Some of
anything worth reading about me were DO more than names 00
the symbols whicb recur in bis
a
list,
with
!lopes
that
they
and
that was going on in the Studio
work are unique to Chris' painArt DepartmenL Not mowing a their world would help my pen to
tings and are understood truly
iii great deal about art ucepl where render the Studio Art Departonly by him.
ment
forever
notorious.
& my tastes lie, I decided to ap- Charlie Moser, a senior, was
For example, he represents
proach the subject drawing on
himselfin many of his paintings
lbe
first
person
with
whom
I
my instincts and limited degree
as a floating blue balloon. What
:::: m common sense, rather then talked that day and the subject are
we to make d that? Is the
was
photoreallsm.
This
relatively
pretend a critical .analysls d the
artist
fragile, or hollow, or
new art-form is, according to
art that I saw.
aimless? The placement d the
Charlie,
based
on
an
old
idea
in
So with my ignorance safely
balloon is symbolic in the painintact, I called on Professors the sense that painters have
ting as well Chris has had bis
David Smalley and Robert always striven for perfection in
balloon obscuring a face in one
StraIght d the Art Department representing what they see, but it
painting and attached by a string
.:
with high hopes that they could is Dew in that by using slides,
to a wo~'s
clothiryl in another.
'Iead me to Comectlcut College photography, and a projector, a
Other symbols that Chris
;
students who were building more precise and real, if you wiII,
employs in his work are more
IL
fountains, or blowing glass, or effect can be achieved.
traditional and he includes them
consIructing
large kites, you
in an effort he has been making in
know, something out d the or·
recent paintings to appeal more
d1n.-y thai people would lite to
to his viewing audience.
read about.
Clouds representing turmoil or
David and Robert assured me
a lit candle meaning etemal life
that although there weren't any
are symbols with a history in art
projects in lbe department that
and Chris feels that their use,
met my sensational, hesdline
although it may compromise the
grabbing eapectations, there was
expression of the deep emotions
some e""ellent independent work
he feels, is important if he is to
being undertaken by a handful d
communicate
with his audience.
seniors that for my purposes
On into the rainy darkness I
might be worth lod<ing into.
walked. The night remined me d
I left Cummings with the
the weather in the last scene in
Dames of several people to
~_
_I ,
contact about their projects all of
After taking a slide of the "Casablanca" and Ibegan to slur
which were In painting
or subject be wishes to depict, be "Here's lod<ing at you, kiid" and
drawiJJg except one. Barbi projects the slide and from that "We'llaJways have Paris" as my
Benner, according to David and image draws his outline on the mind suffered from the abRobert, was doing work in canvas. He then proceeds to fill in sorption d, perhaps, more than I
weaving, which I though sounded the drawing lIlually with an oil- wanted to learn about art in one
interesting, and I went to talk based paint, but sometimes he. day.
with her firsL
Illes ",ter coloring. It is a very
Having a dual purpose in our long and detailed process which
meeting, (I was under that subtle requires incredible discipline and
but effective parental pressure to patience, and the objective is to
be sure and
up Barbl, a get the painting to
like a
friend dAunt Glmy's IlIIdUncle photograph.
Brad'a) I located her In her room
Fgr the viewer the shocking
after dinner on Saturday.
effect comes when you realize
If I mew IiWe about art in that what 1O<b like a giant
By Nina Sadowsky
genemI,llmow less about the art photograph is actually a painting,
Last Thursday night's Dance
d weaving and without the loom, and you begin to respect the
Department productioo, Dance
.n
which the work is done, to precision and the discipline
Works consisted of four varied
view in action I had a difficult required for suchan undertaking.
and interesting pieces. The first
-time following her explanation of
Now that Charlle has this
piece on the program, Elizabeth
. her work. However, I had the ability be finds himself exFox's solo, uMirabilien," can be
opportunlty the nezt day to visit pressing in his work certain
deseribed in one word - stunthe abllio In Quaker Hill wbere convictions he bas about the
Ding.
.
Barb! takas weaving IesaIlll8 and cirection of twentieth century
The beautifuUy lit pie_ce inI got a iIemonstratlon m how its American life. One work is encluded exquisite free-flowing
done.
titled "Janus", and shows the
movement that captivated lbe
When Barbl first presented her ancient Roman god with one hesd
audience. Miss Fox's dancing
proposal for Independent work but two faces lod<ing in opposite
was'
pure
and
totally
abe was met with okeplicism by cirectiOllS, in a view from a
;rofessional. Her enjoyment of
the Art Department who viewed parked car in a velY sterile
the dance seemed total, she often
weaving as a craft and not as a Io'*lng shopping center.
seemed to be on the verge of
Iellilimate art form. She has
Only when one takes a aecood
smiling. It was very pleasant to
maDlilled to circumvent that look at the paintings, does one
observe a dancer who enjoyed
obstacle by concentrating on realize that there are no people
what she was doing to such an
Hlliplural and not functioaal
shown in the scene. In fact the extent that she was able to put
works.
For instance,
last
only sign of life or of anything not herse If completely
into her
Ie"'e8ter she wove and asaem- man made is a tree in the movement.
bled a sculpture IX a little gir~ reBeoted view in the side mirros.
The second piece on the
prellllllBbly 00 a beacb, with a
I'm not really eaplalnlng it program, Stuart Pimsier and
mftand)l small bucket and sand
velY well, but the essence d the Don Lowe's "Torque," although
sbovel
painting, as Charlie describes it, beginning slowly, developed into
Because the college doesn't
is that the tree represents out a highly amusing and interesting
bave any 10ClIIIS or InstnIctors
neglected natural environment
work. The dancers' proJlO CODwho know anything
ahout
that has been destroyed, so that a slsting
of various
vacuum
weavIng,. Barbi Ia obIig/Ited to
twlcal ugly shopping center
cleaners set the mood for what
taR Ie8IoIIS from a kindly neigh- could be constnlcted. The viewer was to foUow.
bormmine,SheIIa Wethelmer, at Is Ill, with the two hesda of
Mr. Lowe arid Mr. Pimsler both
bpr own eapeuae.
"Janlll" Iod<ing back at ~e have e""eplional stage presence
<JIl IE '- IIIe ..
iIlI&J beauty that once was and looIdng and were able to convey many
:w.A ••
I -.a" .....
_ p~
a-\itIdaI things
with
the
slightest
.. lID ...
~.
ill lied.. lIk.
movements: The dancers "'?'"
.. JIat ...miIIi • "..
• V-a
._......"
>- wIJeo pIo>;d an mexact syrmnetry 10
~:~.'-ns
of the dance that was
By lIeD Sperry
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The Ritz is Mellow
By David Stewart
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As a result, there was no
trouble in filling up the Park
living room last Thursday night
for the newest party on campus,
"The Ritz."
"\
Toastles from Marshall to J.A.
were particularly delighted with
that favorite
commodity
of
everyone who has lost a few brain
cells - a place to sit down.
Thanks to Harris Refectory,
tables
and
chairs
were
evelYwhere and although most
were occupied by len o'clock, it
was a pleasant change from the
normal all-campus party.
Along with the cold beer there

was live entertainment provided
by guitarists Chris Phinney and
Will Swann. Although lacking
volume, these veterans of the
. CoIfeeBouse did a lot to deliver

Dawn Jalet, Fred Murolo, and
Walter Sive, who did most of the
hard work eX making "The Ritz"
materialize, said. they expected
at least three more before May.
Tentatively
another
one is
planned for March 10, a week
from today at nine o'clock.
Originally conceived as an
Upper Campus alternative to
Freeman's Speak Easy, the plan
was brought to Social Board
simultaneously by Wright Social
Chairperson Dawn Jalet and
Park enthusiasts, Murolo and
Sive. Social Board Chairperson
Tracy Gilday suggested the two
donns work in conjunction on the
project and thus "The Ritz" was
born.
Last Thursday night dispeUed
any suspicions the organizers
might have had as a small profit
was turned over. Good news for a
good party .

Dance Works Reviewed
lovely to watch. An element of
surpr-ise
was
maintained
throughout the piece and this was'
to a large extent responsible for
the comedy.
The music "Torque
Tape
GoUage" also contributed to the
humor of the piece. Despite the
fact that the piece moved slowly
in the beginning, the impression
it ultimately left was one of
surprise, humor, and exceptional
dancing.
The third piece on the program,
billed as a work in progress was
Martha Moore's "Some Things
Never Change." Initially the
dance was disappointing as I felt
its meaning was unclear. It was
not just pure movement and what
else it was was left unclear.
Gradually, I realized what the
dance meant, at least in iny
mind, and from that point on I
enjoyed it immensely.
Ms. Moore worked with a
stuffed dwnmy whose long floppy
limhs were tied around Ms.
Moore for the majority of the
dance. Eventually, Ms. Moore
after interacting with the dununy
in various ways, nonchalantly
ripped off the dummy's limhs and
threw them across the stage. The
image tbis brought to my mind
was one of a little girl unconcernedly tearing apart her
favorite doll with the caUousness
only the very young can have
before thev hav. I•• med to

reahze

the ~onsequences

01 their

actions. Ms. Moore's in ....
ial expressions wpi"'e wonderful and
greatly added to the completeness of the piece.
The last piece of the evening,
"This Is Where They Often FaU"
was exquisitely performed by
Emily Jones and Margaret
Woods. The forms and images the

two created

in space

were

beautiful. The timing of the piece
was exceptionally lovely and Ms.
Jones and Ms. Woods moved
together
like finely
fitted
machinery.
The two solos of the piece,
which the two had cboreographed
for each otber were interesting
reflections of their views of each
other. The last section of the
piece was a fitting and extremely
pretty conclusion to'the dance.
AU four works of the evening,
although very different from
each other, were extremely
pleasant units that combined to
ereate an unusuaUy enjoyable
evening. All of the pieces showed
the amount of care and time put
into them.
I would like to apologize to
those dancers who were not

mentioned

in

last

week's

preview. This was due to a cer·
tain amount of confusion concernin~ ill€: arli.:e and was not
intendt·' to be , slight of any
kind

Words on Black Plastic
By Cbris Zingg
As is often the case, it isn't until
a record company lets one of its
unsucessful
acts go that it
realizes just what it has lost. A
good case in point is the now
successful Daryl Hall and John
Oates.
From the years 1972 to 1974,
Hall and Oates recorded for
Atlantic Records and released
three strong albums. The first
"WOOleOats," and the follow-up,

"Abandoned

Luncheonette,

II

when originally released did not
attract much attention. A third
albwn, entitled IIWar Babies"
was produced by Todd Rundgren
(an unlikely choice) and, if
nothing else, it proves that he is
able to manipulate
anyone's
music to sound like his own.
The L.P.'s
overa)1 effect,
although
fascinating,
is
somewhat austere; Rundgren
has replaced
the previous
albums' lush orchestrations with
cold, metallic sound. The album
didn't sell well and after three
limes at bat (not to mention
Rundgren's
flat
$50,000
production fee), Atlantic Records
apparently decided that Hall and
Oates had struck out.
In 1975,Hall and Oates siggned
a contract with RCA. By this
point, certain
songs from

"Abandoned Luncheonette" were
receiving quite a bit of airplay
from "progressive" FM stations
and when "Sarah Smile" (from
the new RCA album) became a
hit single, Atlantic decided the
time was ripe to reap what Hall
and Oates had once sowed.
They released "She's Gone the most popular cut from

"Luncheonette"

-

as a single

and by the time it became a hit in
the summer of 1976, it had been
on certain FM radio station

p1aylists lor three years straight.
But the story doesn't end there.
Atlantic Records, aiming for a
bigger piece of the pie, has just
released an anthology of material
from the first three albunns entitled "No Goodbyes" which is
noteworthy
for a couple of
reasons. The album contains
most of the best from all three
including
"Can't
Stop The
Music" and "Beanie G." from
"War Babies," "Lilly" from
"WOOle Oats," and, of course
"Las
Vegas
Turnaround,

first, "It's Uncanny." &mple and
unadorned, the song is closest to
the already popular "When The
Morning Comes" from "Luncheonette. "
On songs like this, Hall and-

symposliiDlJ. SIle worted Iii lIle
Archives fi. American Art, and In
her second year there, bec.1me a
curatorial 88lIIIItant.
Dr. z.bel will receive ber PhD.
trem the Univemity <i Virginia.
The theme fi. her diBsertallon is
The Impaet fi. TechnoJoBy on
American Art fi. the 1920'8. Sbe
said, "I am 8tudying bow cImins
this per iod, industry
and
technology were viewed in an
optimistic,
almost Utopian
light"
Dr: Zabel's enthusiasm for
contemporary
art,
"mosUy
paintlng and 8cuIpture," is an
important I188etin her leaching
modern art coorses at Conn. She
said, "Art Since 1945 deals with
abstract
expressionism,
the
works of Klien and Pollock, Pop
Art, the 'happenings' of the late

Oates' lyrics and melody coupled
with their sweet harmonies
provide ample indication of why
these two singer-composers are
so successful. A good sample.,
whether or not you already own a
Hall and Oates L.P.
One of the numerous new arlists to rear his head for the first
lime last year was a younR
composer named Vtrk Harnuton.
Barbara Zabel
His debut album, entitled "You
1950's,and more recenUy, radical
CAn Sing On The Left Or Bark On
realism and conceptual art"
The Right," was produced by
by LInda Foss
Dr. Zabel asks students to visit
Gary Katz of ABC Records, the
New Yori<mU8eums and to write
There is a new face in the Art
same man who brought us the Histo')· department at Conn, this
'a "museum paper" in which they
brilliantly calculated music of semester. Dr. Barbara Zabel,
1"'* at and analyze one work of
. Steely Dan.
arl She said, "These projects are
who specializes In contemporary
Like the lyrics of Donald FlIJlen ar~ is teaching two courses - Art
fun for me to read, also, I spend a
and. Walter Becker of that band, Since 1945 and a Survey of
great deal of time visiting the
Hamilton's songwriting is often Modern Art from 1950.
museums myself."
cryptic and obtuse but always
Dr. Zabel came to Connecticut
She also pointed out tbe adamusing.
Hamilton recently
College from Hobart College in
vantageous
location of the
"When The Morning Comes," released his second L.P. entitled Geneva, N.Y. where she taught
college. "New London Is close
and
"She's
Gone"
from
"Alias i" and one the cover he is tor one and a half years. She is
enough to New York and Boston
"Abandoned Luncheonette."
pictured as the same scrt ot currently working on her docand it's right on all the train
But, as is becoming
in- outsider he often writes about. toral dissertation,
which she
route8 to the city. There are also
creasingly popular, Atlantic has For the uninitiated, Hamilton's . plans to finiSn this June.
very good museums In Hartford
included previously unreleased
sound is describable as a cross
Before the start of her teaching
and New Haven. There are many
songs. In this particular case, the between Dylan and Springsteen
career, Dr. Zabel received a prethings around New London,
company
has delved into its but don't let it influence your doctoral fellowship from the
though not in it. It is well cenvaults to release three songs opinion of this performer.
Smithsonian
Instttute
in
tralized," sbe said.
recorded around the lime of the
His style is not derivative yet Washington, D.C. During her two
Dr. Zabel said that so far, sbe
second album.
like all cognizant performers, he years in Washington, Dr. Zabel
likes Conn, College very much.
Of the threee, III Want To Know is aware of those people who have had her own <ifice and Library of
"The students here are very
You For A Long Time" seems to preceded him and he has been Congress privileges to help her in
interested in what they are doing
be the weakest. Co-produced by influenced by them.
completing her dissertation.
and teaching 8tudents who are
Arif Mardin who often resorts to
Whether he is spinning a soft
In addition to her work, Dr.
interested J8 very rewardiDg,"
strings when they aren't needed, love song like ---4'ForDiana," a Zabel attended art seminars and
she concluded.
the song features the same sound hectic slice-of-life vision like "In L
-;~--------------J
and beat as the Spinners' hits he The Eyes Of The Night" ,was producing during the same similar in form to Springteen's
period.
"Blinded By The Ught ..... , or a
"Love You Like A Brother" is Steely Dan night scene like "Los
pretty but the best tune is the Gatos" (When the trees are
By NaDCY Neldllx
meatiess bone on Tate Sl - And
Director of "Impulse" since 1975,
"Impulse" t a new modem and
all the pretty heads are stuffed in
received her MFA in dance at
jazz
dance
company
will
appear
hoods - And the foglights" splash
CoM. College where she was
at Palmer Auditorium on Friday
beside the road divide ... The
awarded a full scholarship.
Winners will be announced and tourist lady's hair is purple
night, March 4th, at 8:00.
Her background
includes
awards will be made at the soaking' wet - Cotton candy in
The company calls il8eIf imstudies
with
such
prtncipal
Program for Honors and Awards Los Gatos), Dirk Hamilton is
pulse because, "It is a force that
on Sunday, April :It, 1977.
starts a body In motion ... an leachers and dancers 88 Nadia
always able to offer a mirrorCbikovsky, Daniel Nligrin, ~'red
DEADLINE FOR ALL ENTRIES image view of life rejected up 'arousing of the mind and spirit
Benjamin and Thehna Hill. She
into
action."
The
choreography,
WlLLBE WEDNESDAY, APRIL from the dirty street puddles he
has
performed
with
the
although based on traditional
6, 1977.
walks through.
UniYersity of Dance Theater and
modern and jazz ab8tract,
"Black Dance" In Arizona, the
possesses its own fre8h quality
Academy of Performing Arts In
not fDlind in other companies.
and the ConTheir vaied repertoire
of Philadelphia,
M"c:ticut Repertory theater under
music, including
spirituals,
the directiCII d. Martha Myers.
hlues, jazz and contemporary
"Impulse", a lIOIl-p'Ofit c0r- pop, barmoniOUBly jibes with
poration not only teacbes and
their ~ciling combinaUOns.
CAMEO THEATER:- "Deviates In Love" &< "Honey
David Kronberg, Director of produce8 Its own concert8
Moaners" 7:~9: 30. X. lhrwgbout the New Eng1and
Articulture,
Inc., say8 "Impulse
GARDE THEATER: "The Sentinel" 1:3&3:110-4:36Area, but has also performed at
informs
their
Gospel-Blues
6:1~7:45-9:25. R.
the request of .. ell organizations
pieces
with a verve
and
GROTON CINEMA I: "Freaky Friday" 7:15-9:15. G.
88 Articulture, The United Way,
spirituality
which turns an
GROTON CINEMA II: "Across the Great Divide"
the Boston Mayor'8 OffIce of
otherwise
quite technically
7:~9:00. G.
Affair~,
Brandel8
proficient performance into a Cultural
UBERTY THEATER: "The Enforcer" 7:15-9:00. R.
University Wemen's Committee
strong
and
real
emotional
exMIDTOWN THEATER: "Across The Great Divide"
,
perience. Their themes, ranging and M.I.T.
7:~9:00. G.
Admission will be 2, 3, and 4
beyond Blues-dance,
offer a
NIANTIC THEATER: "The Next Man" 7:30. R.
dollan for reserved seats. These
diversity of dance entertairunent
NORWICH CINEM6 I: "N_ork"
7:~9:15. R.'
will go on saie at the Box office on
for all sorts of audiences."
PALACE TWIN NORWICH: "Rocky"6:15-9:30. PG.
Mmday, Felruary 28, from 9-12.
Although
the
company
uses
the
"Carrie" 6:45-8: 30. R.
Student rush 8eats may be
modern jazz-blues choreography
UA GROTON CINEMA I: "Fun With Dick &< Jane"
purchaaed for 2 dollan.
of
Consuela,
the
predominating
7:15-9:00. PG.
Dance comes alive next Friday
sections <i dance are written by
UA GROTON CINEMA II: "Twilight's
Last
night in Pabner with a unique,
Adrienne
Hawkins.
GleamingM 7:~9:3O. R.
new IMPUl.'lE. Don't miss them.
Ms. Hawkin8 the Artistic
UNITED THEATER: "Across The Great Divide" 7:~
9:00. G.
Come buy a New or Used Car
VILLAGE I: "Network" 7:~9:15. R.
VILLAGE II: -'H,c Front" 7:15-9:00. PG.
LEW ZACHAS
WATERFORD THE.ATRR· "Th. Sh.c:-,y D.A." 7:30.
..
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Get the "Impulse"

I

English Contest Announced
This j ear, ...,;, in me past,
Connecticut College will award
prizes and academic distinction
to students who excel in various
kinds of literary composition.
The competitions
for these
awards are open to all students of
the 'college, though they may be
<i special interest to students
taking courses in the English
Department.
Members of the Department
are aske d to call the attention of
their students to the following
TI .....oeuJ<-UUIn"1'. MarshaJ.l pnze

~ur the best original poem by a
jltudeul. Each student cnrnpeting
fOr this prize may enter as many
as five poems; entries should be
subrr.;tled
to Mr. William
Mel' .;.. "
Tht:

J.

ht:UUu! '(; ~uu";'''l'CIJJ 1 rize

For excellence
In English
composition
in the !,i~dli of
journalism.
Entries may be
clippings of published articles, or
man us cripls of a journalistic
nature. They should be submitted
to Mr r'·:t :.:.The SaJ.an r..nslgn Cad 'I Prize
For excellence
in English
speech. Th""e comp.li ng for this
prize will participate in a contest
an:,ouncfld b~ M~ ~,~~~nGallick.
T. ,_ I1anUlLun M. Smyser Award
For llie best original short
story by a stud~r.~. ri'ntries should
be "nbmitted to Mr. \;iIliam
Meredith.
i~'

Theater Timetable

p

Student Government
After a litUe more than one.
semester at Com, I have found
myseU totally dissatisfied with
the Student Government. I don't
think it is effective and although
some claim the reaaoo for this is
apathy, I believe that this ineffectiveness brings about the
apathy.
I realize that many students
are apathetic and will be no
matter what happens. I do
believe that many other students
would like to know wh&t happens
in the Student Government but do
not want to get invOlved.
Presently it is almost impossible
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Robert Saypol '80

into practice:
1. The Student Government
worl<s too closely with the administration. There should be a
seperation of the two with the
Student Government taking their
own positions.
2. When the S.G. makes a
recommendation, it should be
made known to the students and
followed up after being made.
3. The agenda
should be
changed to deal with important
issues, issues of interest to all or
a majority of students.

til know what goes on even if you
are involved. To remedy this
situation, I propose that .the
President or any other liflCer
within the Student Government
write a weekly column in the
Pundit so people can find out
what is happening.
.
U more students know what IS
going on, then interest should
grow and maybe more students
will get involved and voice their
opmions. There is room for
change. Here are some other
ideas that I would like to see put

Joshua Lyo-ns '80

Q,

Presidential Candidates
(seated I-r) Robert Saypol, Richard Goldin, Nancy
Heaton. (standing l-r) James Glick, Joshua Lyons, Fred

Muroto.

Presidential Candidates

My name is Joshua Lyons and I
am running for President of
Student
Government.
The
President of Student Government not only presides over
Student Assembly and College
Council, but also has other duties.
The most important li these
duties are: 1) to serve as a liaison
between the student
body,
student government,
faculty,
adminlstration, and trustees;
and 2) to present proposals of the
College Council to the administration and fight for those
proposals or changes.
Right now our community is

facing many problems

financial,

governance,

These Platforms Appear Un-edited

Richard Goldin '78
students is ridiculous. It is to this
problem any student government
StudeIIt Government
StudeIIt government, as It is should address itself ..
_
COIIIIituted at Connecticut
• We have been bearing a great
deal the past year or so about the
CoIIep, deaervea to die. Not only
Ia it iDoftectual, it la harmful; It need for sacrifice. Sacrifice is an
.... lies .. Into thinking that we, interesting word, it's so much..........
have a real .hare in easier to talk about it than it is til
do it. There seems to be the idea
Ibe JICl'IW at this schooL
ADv lI1uI .... that we may have at this school that students sbould
J..s _Ding etudent POwer have some idyllic view li campus
and
IbouId have been effectlv"'Y life as a community,
ebettemd by the problems en- therefore we should be willing to
-.terecIdl&"inllastyears'
fight do almost anything to preserve
far • caleader elllenlion. 1bat a this institution.
To the faculty
however,
grM pen:eoIage of the student
,bOCIY CGI1d vote yes for a teaching is a job, and hence no
... lepder altetatlon, lmd then be . sacrifice is eJpected li them.
IIlId 110 by the faculty and ad- 'lblS whole notion is ablAll'd. It's
miIIIalratioll,
is ablolutely ap- about lime students stood up and
declared - sacrifice from all, or
palling. And what Is worse is that
sacrifice for none. The ad.....
1ludenU, toc* pl81 in this
We begged and' we ministration and faculty should
be forced to sacrifice, be it
)lie8ded to get something whlcll
monetary or whatever, just as we
IbouId have been rightl,y ours to
students are.
decide In the first place.
Student government in this
011 a Ibeoretical level Conschool is in its death throes;
nedk:lIt CoDeae. as any other
there's a reasoo for this. Working
lIIaIItuIiolI li higher education,
merely through the present
....
fOr one reasoo. Students
system
is- ineffectual
and
... cide that it la necesB8l')' to have
IIIIber education (or perbaps just frustrating. A unified student
body can accomplish anything, a
til let a degree) and for that
student government president
....
011 they "bring about" the
alone can accomplish
little.
Idea of a college. Not wishing to
Whether students unify because
be bolbered with mundane dayli basic principles or ideals, or if
to-day malters,
the students
they do it for monetary reasons,
deleple some of their power to
(surely many li us have come to
.. administration;
and some
realize that $5,000 should buy a
power is further delegated to the
share of the power) makes no
faculty, whicb provides the
lifterence.
education.
Perhaps we !'aVe reached the
But it must never be forgotten
time when as a student body we
eucUy where the source of
have had enough. We have been
power originates; it flows from
shut out too much for too long.
etadent to adminlatration and
With a little effort we can change
faculty - not the other way
things at COMecticut College. I
.CllDd. For the administration
think we owe to ourselves to at
aocUac:uIty to place their wishes
least be able to my - we tried.
and deaires over that of the

1raY....

be to our benefit. I think that we
can go much farther if we work
with the faculty
and administration, than if we work
against them. However, in my
mind the student body comes
first, and I am more than willing
to fight for our rights as students
at Conn. and for programs that
will benefit us.
I am running for president
because I feel that we as students
have potential for having power
to get things accomplished. I am
enthusiastic
and energetic. I
think that I can help bring the
power that is rightly ours to us.

e.

and

apathy just to mention a few). I
feel that in order to try to solve
these problems we must work
toegther. We should not think in
terms of separate factions (i. e.
studegts, faculty,
and administration), but rather as a
whole acknowledging that there
are many different groups within
the college community
and
recognizing the concerns of each
group. Obviously, my sympathy
lies with the student body.
It is my belief that if we work
together as a community it will

Fred Murolo
My name is Fred Murolo and I
am a candidate for president of
student government. I don't have
a long
list
of so-called
qualifications for this jpb; in
other words, I am not a career
politician or committee person. I

(1.

'79

disdain long rambling of rhetoric,
so my platform shall be brief. I
am a doer and if elected shall do
everything in my power to improve the quality of student life
on this campus. In dealings with
the administration
I will not

constantly
compromise
the
position of the student body. I
have faith in the potential li
student government and will
approach the job of president
with optimistic
enthusiasm.
Thaok you.

Nancy Heaton .'78
The immense problems facing
student governance at COM. can
be best described in two parts.
The first par~ which demands
iriiinediate attention, and which
is the main reason for my runDing for President, is the lack of
student awareness and support of
their government.
Here, I
present a few of my suggestions
for increasing communication
between the student body and the
people who run it. A standard
dorm meeting lime should be set
(Tuesday at 10:00 p.m.) so tljat
when an all campus issue arises,
all dorms meet at the same time
and thus conflicts of interest
(other clubs, sports, social activites) are decreased and dorm
attendance improves. iJI addition
to posting minutes li the Student
Assembly
meetings,
dorm
presidents should post a sign
whenever important issues arise

.
in Assembly so that any student
passing the dorm bulletin board
is aware of what is going on inslantly. The Executive Board, as
well as dorm presidents should
make themselves vel)' accessible
to students for questions, etc.
Pundit and' WCNI could also
carry regular columns by a
member li the Exeeutive Board,
describing
pertinent
(not
routine) student government
news. In an attempt to increase
election
participation,
the
Executive Board elections should
be held after March break so that
bousefellow applicants coUld also
run without the pressure of both
applications at the same time,
and so that a new Executive
Board would not be chairing a
"veteran" student assembly.
The second part of the problem
is the effectiveness li the student

voice once it reaches the administration (do we have a say in
instituting changes?). It is obvious to me that the impact of
student opinion on Pres. Ames
and the Administration depends
largely on how much support (or
bow many bodies) the opinion
actually
represents.
College
Council can send hundreds of
letters to the Administration
stating that they recommend a .
change, but unless {be majority
li students (1600 not. 20) are
aware and supportive of the
recommendation, it is easily
ignored
My priority, therefore, is to do
everything
I can to improve
communication between students
and their government;
in an
attempt to revive a failing
government which was originally
created to be the organized voice
of the .student majority.

James Glick '78
My name is James Glick, class
li 1978. I am running for the
position of president
of the
student governmeDt association.
This is a vel)' important position
to hold. The main purpose, as
stated in the Connecticut College
"crt bocK, is to create a "formal
liaison between the student body
and the faculty adtninistration."
So why vote for me? Over the
past few years I have noticed a
lot of apathy on the part of our
studenl$. Most _don't coocern
themselves with the needs of the
faculty as well as their own.
Perhaps the problem stems from
the fact that most represen-

tatives elected to the position of
president of the student government association fail to come in
conlact with a large percentage
li the student populace here at
Conn. It is my belief that the

more interactions

and con-

versations a person has, the
better he-she can undemtand the
needs and wants of his-her
constituents. I associate freely
with a large number of students
and I am always willing to help
people out in times of trouble. I
believe in acting with rationality
in most cases and usually put my
individual wants aside jnfavQr.of
the mol'll important general will.

This may sound confusing but all
it really means is that ideas and
suggestions that appear good for
some people, may in fact be bad
in the long run for the majority.
Student government is the tool of
the students yet it is a tw()oway
street. The faculty counts a great
deal also. They have needs too
and those needs should be met in
the fairest way possible, to
evel)'one. I'm not claiming great
changes are going to come about
while I'm in lifice. I can only go
as far as you, the student body, is
willing to go. I'll tl)' to provide
the stimulus for change, change
for the better!

•

Association Platforms
Michael Lichtman
The missing link between the
student body and its Student
Goverrunent is communlcation.
As Vice-President
Ii. Student
Government, I could make a
substantial contribution to the
restoration of this vital link.
Often, students feel that they
cannot play an active role in
Student Goverronent because
they believe that their voices are
not being heard. It's like talking
to the wall; a futile effort. The

avenues of communication havebecome a one way street. The
ideas
that
direct
Student
Goverronent should be initiated
by the student body, and then
diffuse upwards, not vice-versa.
To'accomplish this goal, the role
of the House President must be
strengthened They must be in

constant communication With the
sludents in their donn, sod accountable to the same. We must
eJect an Executive Board that
will emphasize this idea Such so
Executive Board must be willing
to bear all sides Ii. an issue. As an
open minded Vice-President, I
would gain the opinions from the
student body, helping to ensure a
truly representative goverrunent.
I will not proceed to bore you
with a long list of qualifications in
order to satisfy my ego. I CSD
however explain three activities I
have been involved in that have
prompted me to run for this
position. As Business Manager Ii.
Pundit, I am beginning to understand the problems Ii. Student
Organizations, - and their financing. I don't claim to know it all,

-:

'80
but as Vice-President, I would
work
to
provide
each
organization
with a budget
suitable to their needs. As a
Donn RelX""senlative, I have
been successful in keeping my
constituents informed, but more
importantly, they have felt free
to make suggestions conceming
Student Goverrunent. I would like
to continue this, because the
interest is there, it just needs to
be tapped As a member of the
Student Evaluation Committee, I
see a need for an evaluation Ii.
courses and faculty, as well 'as
more student input in academic
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areas.
If you elect me Vice-President,
I will work toward restoring
communications, thus providing
representative Student Government.

Steve Owen '80
As the only candidate who ran

in the last election, I feel I am
well qualified to be the Vice.President
of the Student
Goverrunent
because of my
experience as President of the
Freshmen class. My experience
as Class President has provided
me with a good working
knowledge Ii. how to efficiently
and effectively accomplish the
duties of the Vice-President. I am
presently a member of College
Council, Student Asaembly, the
Constitution Committee, Benefit
Ball Committee, Ii. which I am
Chairman of a Sub-Committee,
and various other conunittees.
My responsibilities
as Class
President include Chairmanship
of the Freshmen Council and
Executive Board. In addition, it
is my responsibility as President

of the Freshmen class to call sod
preside over all meetings of the

Freshmen Al!sembly and to see
that all activities run smoothly.
As s voting member Ii. the
College Council, and a nonvoting, ex-officio member of the
Student Asaembly I am the only
Freshmen class representative in
Student Government. My experience in these positions will be
a great help in accomplishing the
duties of the Vice-President of
Student Government.
The Vice-President of Student
Government is responsible for
coordinating
student
clubs,
chairing
the Finance
SubCommittee, chairing the All
College Election Board, and
advising the Freshmen Asaembly
and overseeing the election of

members to that body, in addition
to serving on the College Council
and the Student Asaembly. I will
enthusiastically fulfill all these
responsibilities.
I am fully aware of the
pl"oblems facing the College. For
example, the fiscal crisis, the
parking situation, and the lack of
student involvement in College
activities are important issues. I
will work perspicaciously
to
alleviate or rectify the problems
faced by students. More importantly, I am willing to do the
job to the best of my abilities.
With my experience in Student
Goverrunent and as an involved
student I feel that I am well
qualified to be the Vice-President
of Student Government. I urge
everyone to vole.

Vice Presidential Candidates (seated l-r) John Atkins
Jim Garvey, Michael Litchman.
(Standing I-r)'
Lawrence Strauss, SteveOwen.

v .P. Candidates
More Platforms On Page 10

John Atkins

'79

Fellow students, my name is what is happening around us. As
Jobo AtkinS sod Iam running for a matter Ii.fact, many Ii. us do it
the position Ii. vice-president in all the Ume. But this Ume;
our student goverrunent. Rather however, why not give the
than rely on old political hands to student government and school a
fill the vacant student govern- ch8nce to pl"oveitself. Before this
participation than I've seen on ment offices, we must depend on can happen, we, the student body
this camplll in two ye8rs.
students genuinely interested. in must be willing to put something
Is the problem purely studentIi. ourselves into the school We
gelling the student goverrunent
must be willing to participate in
apathy? Idon't think so. I believe back on its feet. Thestudentswbo
our student government
by
there are certain structural
will fill these li.fices'can not treat
our ide..
and
faults which are simply con- the student goverrunent and its channeling
ducive to student apathy. The various
functions
with an suggestions into it, and we must
simple fact is that the Student apathetic and detached eye. The pl"ovlde the "piclt me up" wben
Assembly is too billY looking up vice-president as well as the the student goverrunent Is down.
the power scheme trying to other student government Ii.- To make the student political
decide who is making the fic.... must be fully willing to pl"ocess work, the government
decisions rather than looking work hard, inspire confldence in needs students who are willing to
below them at the empty shell the goverrunent, sod make a work sod I feel that I am one of
which is supposed to be liI!>ir successful "go" r:I. the system. these students.
The student government will
source Ii. support. The fact ill, the
From the recent elections
support is not there and neither is which failed to arouse enoogh live if students are willing to give
the power, and you can be sure
student participation, I CSD only something of themselves to it, it
thai Oakes Ames, Leroy Knight say that we, students of C0n- will die and remain a S)'IDbol of
and the trustees who sit at the top necticut College, have failed
our failure however, if we
know it.
There is no doubt that we can all students are not willing to lend
Generally, we need to gather
walk throogh this school for four our support with our parstrength from the bottom once years and not give a damn to ticipation. Thank you.
again. The importance Ii. the
boose president, being the closest
to the student body in the
government, will be increasing.
Unlike some of my opponents, seen flashy student campaigns
Each individual president must
who have .a lot of committees to turn into nothing, once in office.
be the liason between students
I could also say 'in three senbrag about, i don't have many.
and their Asaembly.
And Imake no bones about that. tences-whati would do if I were
On Sunday, I will propose
specific changes that will help SUrely, one's ability to do a good elected In all honesty, though,
alleviate the Oaws that lie in this job as Vice President, to be I'm not exactly sure what I will
part of our goverrunent. As vice creative in that position, has do. Besides, is it realistic to
nothing to do with the amount of IX""lendto know exacUy what one
IX""sidenti hope to handle all our
will do in office, especiaJly at this
lX"obIemsin a direct fashion. But committees one has been on.
point in Ume?
Icould preach a lot Ii. idealistic
without the participation Ii. the
. Problems emst bere, for sure cliches, and I could say that
entire student body, the college
parking,
registration,
the
student
apathy
is
terrible,
and
I
council, student Asaembly and
structure of student govenunent
could make a lot of promises,
other branches will not be taken
most Ii.which I couldn 'tlive up to - just to name a few. All I can
seriously. Keep this in mind,
try to do somelhlng
anyway. But I'm not going to do say ~I'll
attend the Ama1go this Sunday.
about
these
problems.
those
things.
Too
often
I
have
Your vole can motivate change.

James Garvey '79
Last week I actively urged
students
not to vote. My
reasoning was that since I've
been at Conn. College I have
observed a, so to speak, short
circuit in the power scheme of
Student Government. I thought it

best that the Oaws Ii. this system
be analyzed, labeled, and rectified before a new set Ii. li.ficers
be placed in the same old
goverrunent with the same old
lX"oblems.The fact that quorum
was not reached has already
sparked more interest
and

Lawrence Strauss

SociaLBoard Candidates Bill Davis and Dawn Jalet.
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Student Govt. Platforms
Dave Stern '79
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Our campus bas been faced
.. with a crisis of character over the
'" past two weeks. H it bad net been
for
the
excessive
DOn·
Po.
participation during the student

it.

~~:r::'~~~~':'
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.c Council

whicb reflected
the
placid attitudes of the campus. I
feel that the campus needs to be
c; reorientated notso IDIICbinto the
... worldngs 01 the student Govern~~ ment Assoctation, but into the
'S daily issues whicb coofrODt the
; students. In running for the
IL Cbainnanship 01 the Judiciary
Board, it is my goal to involve the
camplll in tbe political affairs
whicb affect them.
~
:

J. B.

There are several means to
attain this goal. As a member of
the student Assembly, College
Council, and Executive Board,
lbe Judiciary Cbainnan wields a
considerable
influence
over
camPIll policy. H elected, I will
try to cultivate
interested
members of the student body into
lbe Association from tbe moment
they join the college community.
I also believe tbst little can be
accomplished if campus politics
are not discussed at the dormitory meetings. I will urge
dorm presidents to bold these
meetings
more
frequently.
•
Furlbennore, I will re-establish
the Judiciary Board Log or a

column of similar nature, whicb
will be published weekly in
Pundit.
I feel tbst I am qualified to
serve you as a Cbainnan. I am
eager and responsible enougb to
devote the time and energy
necessary to deal effectively with
the Board. and also to keep an
open line to the campus community. I will deal with infractions 01 the Honor Code on a
basis of complete impartiality.
Let's not forget that Student
Government originates with your
voteoso please support me in my
effort to raise our Association to
its proper level of respect. It is
time for some fresh blood.

.:»

Dawn Jalet ' 79 Social Board
1am running for the position of lectures and all-campus athletics
Social Board Cbainnan. Over the sucb as the inter-dorm tug-of-war
past school year Ihave served as last year. I would also like to see
Social Cbainnan 01 my dorm. more concerts and to continue the
Througb this position I have trend begun last semester.
As a board, we need to inbecome very involved in the
all tbe resources
social activities in my dorm and vestigate
am very mucb aware of • the available on campus, not merely
responsibilities, time, and bard Cro and Harris, and to utilize
them. In order
for tbese
worit that a Social Cbainnan
must fulfilL As a member of resources to be used, we must
Social Board, I have experienced
work togetber witb Student
wodting with a group of students Government, WCNI, and other
and administrators in order to organizations. Coordination 01
coordinate social activittes for lunds
and manpower
are
the members of this campus.
necessary for success and I
1 believe tbst Social Board would like to see this occur. I will
should be the main source of ask for and gladly accept
social events on tIlis campus. As suggestions from all students in
it stands now, the wortings 01 order to improve Social Board
Social Board are often hindered functions.
by outside forces that prevent the
Please show me your support
Board from being an independent
by voting in next weeks elections.
student-elected
body.
Tbe
students are tbe ones that know
what they want and should be the
ones to put their desires into
actiOIL I would like to see more
After mucb encouragement by
students raise their voices and
oller their Ideas. Students need to peers and because of my present
be aware of the wortings of involvement witb the Social
Social Board. Presenlly, many Board, I feel that I am best
students are unaware of changes qualified for the position 01Social
thai have been made and in order Board CbairpersOlL. Due to a
for more to occur, more students present Student Government
regulation, two candidates are
musl involve themselves.
We sbDu!d draw Ideas from prohibited from running on ODe
past social events that have been ticket. As a result, I am running,
successlu1, BllCb as the Library and, if elected, Bob Gaynor
BalI, the Locomotion Ctrcus,

J.B. Candidates I-r; Seated Jerry Carrington, David
Stern. Standing: Michael Colnes.
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Bill Davis '79 Social Board
(Buffalo) will serve as an im·
mediate advisor. Our reasons. for
Ibis action are based on our
mutual constituency
and its
possible effect on the outcome of
lbe election,
In recognition of the fact that
the Social Board is a relatively
new institution, we feel tblit
experience and enthusiasm are
absolutely
necessary
qualifications lor lbe job.
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Michael Colnes '78 J. B.

The bonor code is essential
man. After three terms of
element of our community bere . hearing cases I am totally
at Connecticut College. Living familiar with the procedures and
under sucb a system provides for thus well qualified to help insure
a number of privileges (i.e. self this.
scheduled exams) wbich could
The chairman is also in a
position to guide board policy and
not be offered otber wise.
Although some students take
its interpretation of the honor
them for granted, such privileges
code. As chairman I would like to
would not be possible without an see next year's board maintain a
effective honor system.
rather strict interpretation of the
Tbe Judiciary Board is the code. This of course would ininstrument through' whicb the clude what bas become known as
the "fink clause". To drop this
honor code is enforced and
througb whicb it may be molded clause would be, in essence,
to reflect the needs of our corn- saying "yes, we accept the
privilages and convenience of
munity. I have served tbree
terms on the board and I now living under an honor code, but
we reject the responsibilities to
seek to be its chairman. It is from
the community which provides
lhis position that I may most
it." The board's policy must
effectively worit to belp the board
reflect the balanced needs of the
fulfill
its
most
pressing
community.
responsibilities.
• In order to more fully unThe chairman often represents
derstand my. and the other
the interests of parties in actions
candidates positions I suggest
before the board. Tbe assurance
that each individual student be that everyone try to attend
amalgo and, to insure the conaccorded his guaranteed rights
must remain as the most tinuence of student government
pre ss ing concern 01 the chair- at COM.• to please vote.

Jerry Carrington

'79 J. B.

involve the entire college community are not detern'lined by
nine isolated individuals
but
rather by tbe student body as a
whole.
Another method for keeping the
students aware of Judiciary
Board
action
is through
publisbinll' decisions reached by
the Board in Pundit. By reinstituting this policy student. interest will increase as indicated
by past evidence.
The conception 01 what the
Judiciary Board Chairman is
needs to be changed, as does the
emphasis of the Board's policies.
H elected I would mode the
Cbairmanship
to fit tbis
philosophy so tbst the Board will
act in the interest of the students.
Please vote.

My reason for seeking office 01
Judiciary Board Chainnan is to
CHANGE the concept students
bilve of the Board by initiating a
realistic application of the Honor
Code. Many students believe that
the present Interpretation of the
Honor Code 18unrealistic. so they
dismiss the Judiciary Board as
an overly idealistic body which is
DOt to be taken seriously. As
Cbainnan I would seek to restore
the trust of students in the
Judiciary Board by opening the
policy making processes to the
community. This can be accomplished by the holding of
more open policy meetings at
which an exchange 01 ideas will
be sougbt between students and
their representatives.
It is a
necessity that the policies whicb

Art of Self Defense
A mini course will be oHered this semester. 4 two
hour sessions 50 cents and hour.
This will be oHered after Spring Vacation. Sign up
P.E. Office.
Know some of the tricks for defending yourself.
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Letters continued

Urban Planner Speaks
ldid
WOl1ns
be
usefuJ

by Beverly Wilsoo
Monte Lee, a local urban
planner and president of /the
Connecticut
Chapter
of' the
American Institute 01 Planners
was the guest speaker
last
Thursday at a lecture sponsored
by the Urban Mfairs Department.

to the stndent
ermg tbis field
to Lee, ~loyment
~rtunity
as an I&'ban planner
IS poor. With the wban renewal
boom of.~
sixties weD over,
CO~UD1tles
requiring
the
services of the planner are few
Most of the planner's work today
com,:s from pivate developers,
and shopping center
velopers.
Lee circulated co~es 01 an
urban planner's trade magazine
which disPayed a sparce listing
01 eI\lployment opportunities.
co

Accon!!"&

:1ISIJIg

Lee discussed urban planning

as a profession and how to apply
for positions in the field.
Lee said that a. variety

courses

of
are
sociology

incorporating

chiteeture,

law and

44th Annual
ST. PATRICK'S DAY DANCE
Bene/it

Patrolman's

01

Benevolent Association

SATURDAY,
Connecticut

MARCH

State Armory

Cabaret Style

12. 1977

- Bayonet Street

BYOB

Dancing 9-1 a.m.

Music by Something

Movin

Donation $2.00
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(CLOSED ON SUNDAY
FOR THE WINTER SEASON)
IMPOlIYID _
AND WIND

had

no

vacuum

9th.
Sincerely,
Martha Myers
Chairman, Dance Department

w

!
.,
~

cleaners, and I don't know about
the other dorms on campus. As a
tempora ry need for a large studio
result, I believe that vacuum
space, whenever we can feasibly
cleaners in these lour donna
do so).
were stolen.
Only two of the 6 daily
These vacuum cleaners must
tecnnique-theory
classes are
be replaced by the school. Dirty,
considered
as primarily for
dusty rooms represent a health
maj ors. . These
are
highhazard to the entire college
I submit that when human
intermediate
and advanced
community.
It is especially
emotions and need are thrust into
classes; but majors make up the background for an extended
dangerous to students like myself
who are allergic to dust. As a approximately 50 per cent of the period, they will tend to appear
result, I call on President Ames high-intermediate c lass and 65 Iullblown and in another form at
and other school officials to act in per cent 01 the advanced class'
such dismal functions as an all
a responsible way and have the thus allowing spaces for n";
campus party.
majors in both these categories.
vacuum
cleaners
replaced.
We cannot as people expect to
MaJors have been given priority integrate our lives if we drive
Thank you.
SiDeerely, In evening choreographic and ourselves to studies for two
workshops
MICHAEL BRETfLER '19 improvisational
weeks only to explode for a few
directed by gues~artist froni hours at a party, in the fonn of
New York. Students (major and drinking,
frustrated
sexual
non-major) audition for these longing, and for the most part 1I1e
pieces, which in the past have vague depression
that has
Dear Editor:
varied from large to small casts
become so stylish 01 late.
Who governs? I appreciate the demanding greater or lease~
I think that it's time we did
fact that the Board of Trustees
technical skiDs on the part of the something to help ourselves,
cannot say so, but they have us by dancers. The Department has right here, right now for no other
the balls. Very simply, if we don't made every effort to keep a reason than we are human beings
like the merchandise, we can balance
in the work,
un- and as such deserving 01 life.
take our business elsewhere. I derta.ken,
without
directly
First, we should stop treating
commend the mtelligence 01 the :lietallng to gues~artists what oorselves as a commodity to be
~tudents who did not participate
and bow !bey wiD create.
bought and sold in the world at
large. Underneath the glittery
In the last election when not one
packaging which we all display
candidate would admit tbis fact.
there lurks a thoroughly human
Who can govern? The students
-being - one that is scared, inwill never hold the reigns 01 the
secure, but capable of joy and
college. Our best bet is to gain as
much influence with the Board of
tenderness.
Second, we must stop every
Trus tees as possible so they will
accept our proposals. We can do
now and then to realize that any
thi~ through
student
body
routine, no matter how effective,
solidarity and negotiation with
is stiD just a routine. As inthe administration for Wlified
dividuals we have many needs
proposals.
and aspirations which should be
Solidarity? Certainly! Itis vl'!'Y
catered to occasionally.
easy to be apathetic when one is
FinaDy, to release ourselves
unlnformed, It is somewhat more
from this destructive circle of all
difficult when one is kept abreast
work followed by a need to blow
We have tnedto keep a roughly
of major concerns to the student
equal number of major in each of off steam, which almost always
body and actions being taken on
the four classe ... freshmen tbru proves disappointing, I suggest
them. Student Government can
senior· and not to exceed the that we each aDow a bit 01 conact as an amalgamator for a
number which at anyone time trolled craziness into our lives
single voice to be presented to the
can be I safely and responsibly each day. With a more realistic
Trustees on an issue.
and honest view 01 our shared
taught in the two aforementioned
Why
now?
Because
a
technique-theory classes. Majora humanity we can handle both
restructuring would take place
IIHlSt additionally be provided present and future more effectively.
performing' and choreographic
ROCK T-SHI RTS
Olarles Sorrentioo 79
opportunities
opportunities
specialists to the campus. A
program of CommWlity Classes
Over 100popular
(for children and adults) is also
designs from which to
sponsored by the Department
select.
providing graduate students and
senior. majors an opportunity for
Also, custom printed t·
teachmg
experience,
and
bopelully a service to the COOl'
shirts,
personalized
DIWlity.
rolling
paper.
and
~
Nez! year we will combine foUr
custom
printed
bum·
of our part-time guestpositions to
III1111TWfl
perstickers.
make an additional full-time
"'-'11III15
position. But in tbis period of
retrenchment, it is Wllilrely that
Send for free details .
140 Captain's Wol/fo
the Department will be granted
N.... Lcnbl • 442~'
faculty to allow for greater exCOSMIC RAINBOW
Tho New London Mall
pansion of the major - without
New London • 447-2968
167 West 21st Street
cutting back on the noo-major
New York, NY.0011
classes. The department and the
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IN THE ARl:::A

0itJDENT

Freeman

considerable thougbt in a liberal
arts setting. Our goals and
policies must be constantly
scrutinized in the light of needs .'11
we seek to serve, and the quality lD
01 colloquy and product for which •
we strtve, We 10'* forward to m
further
colloquy
with the ;;
editorial staff of Pindit .. d with ~
interested
students
and"
coDeagues. Please join us on the '11

Who GOVernS?

IlClSTClN PClST RD.

WATfllf()1l1l
+12-Cl6H.
III (l'OIlI1f1lL

involving a deletion of House
Presidents in SGA lUld an addition of 15 all-campus reps. The
To The EdItor:
College
Council
could
be
Recently I was looking for a abolished and the new SGA would
vacuum cleaner to rid myself of seat a voting administrative rep.
my dirty room. When I noticed and liaison. Simpler. More efthat the vacwm clelUler on my ficient. More Wlified and efOoor was missing, I checked alI fective.
the other Ooors in Lambdin,
How? Elect someone who does
searching for a vacuum cleaner.
notsearch for power which is not
There were IIlDe. I reported this there. Elect a hard worker. Elect
to our resident chairman who a structural reformer. Vote for
advised me to ''Get one from the person who can offer the
another donn." When looking in simplest plan 01 government.
Morrison and Hamilton to borrow
Win Morgan
a vacwm cleaner, I could not
lind one. Also I learned that

Filt!t Builds Up

~
by

J_ae....

Rope Your JV:lY ThroughSch~'2£!.1

For about a quar!el' cI CGnnectieut
Coll.,e·s
students,
I!' IDllkIog pIaDa .... the upocomq
1: -Is baaed on the need to
make eJIOI1Ib money to J1lIY for
~ tbeir nellt year at school
•
1bIaianolaugbiogmatterfol'
: .. +nt. wbo may ~ lbrced.to
Q, tum cknm joIle, wbicb lin! In·
lereatinc or related to tbeir area
:: cI study at COIJeIlC, beca_ the
P"1 ill IIOt sufficient to provide

r

r::

ii Iuitkln

~

fIIIds.
There Is, ~ever,

another
:It sometimes hl11DOnlls way to
.. flaance a college education'

IlDclalmed scholarship"
and
&I'llDts.
Over $500 mDIIon in scholar·
sNpa and grants lin! offered eaell
year In the United States.
Eatlmala lin! that over $2.25
mDIIon of these flllds go un·
claImedll111lll8ll,y.
A new organization
called
Scholarship
Search uses a
computer to inform students of
these available fIIIds. Created by
a father trying to finance the
educatton 01. his children, this
New YoIi<.lJaaed finn advertises
some of the more obscure grants
available to needy students. For
example:

-The Union Pacific RaIlroad
1'ork cab drivers.
that amount exactly coincides
offers 300 schoIanhips 01. $400
-The Federal Government
with a specific student's need. or
each to students living in COWIliea
sponsors special grants for
whether that student falls Into
its trains pass through..
students who have spent at least
one of the categories listed in the
-The Umverslty of Arizona
sill weeb working on an Indian
catalogue. Alter all available
offers $500 to.any student with a
...-vallon.
funds are distributed, Mrs. Pond
2.5 grade point ave"'!!e - who
What about here at Com.? The then tries to match a student to a
has also roped calves urarodeo.
1976-n catalogue stales that in specific
scholarship's
-The
Mae Helene Baconthe academic year 1!m-76, 441 requirements.
Boggs flBldgrants $300 a year to a
students
received
financial
"We lin! moving away trom
female graduate
.of Shasta
assistance
totaling $793.646. funds which have exclusive
CoDege who IS admitted ~o the
These scholarship" are given on requirements," Mrs. Pond said.
Umverslty
of Califorma
at
the basis of "need academic
HoWever the financial aid office
Berkeley. if she can prove that
achievement
and ;esponsible
still has iunds such as the Anne
she doesn't drink or smoke...
coDege cI~shIp."
Rodgers Minor Scholarship.
-At.
Northern
VirgInIa
Mrs. MarcIa H. Pond, director
which is described as giving
Co~unlty
Cellege
!NoVa
of flnanclal aid at Conn .• said that
"preference
to daughters
of
CoCo l. a sop,omore ISshepaY1D8
heder many 01. the scholarships listed
Connecticut
OAR
Chapter
bills WIth
a grantch ladearn .
above whic h seem so hizarre
members . "
she
~,ause
was a eer e er In
have origins in the history ci a
The fact re!J18ins that Mrs.
high school.
'.
sponsoring
group
or
Pond's office IS pnmanly con. -In Seattle, WaShingt~... a
organization.
cemed with providing funds for
judge has established sc.olar·
needy students. and filling the
ships for COnvIcted prosl:tutes.
requirements
of
specific
The funds for these scholarships
scholarships
is of secondary
COmefrom the fines leVIed on the I
importance.
punps,
.
V.
has' schola hi f
I
Concermng computer sear.
assar
a..
rs p. or
ches, such as Scholarship Search
students~fRomamanextraction..
• of New Yorl<. Mrs. Pond said.
-caddies
ac ..... the c~try
"Personally. I wouldn't spend
have nearly 3,000scholarships at
more than $5 on any such effort."
tIIeir disposal, which have been
Although
there
are
many
set ull by grateful golfers.
respectable such organizations.
-Irish·Amencan
stu.dents at
there are a few opera tions which
Goucher CoDege are elllllble for
.. "
are more dubious.
special help thanks to the
For example. M.J.T. has a
The idea of making a fast buck
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick. .
grant .for students
born Tri from unwary students is .not new.
-At Harvard there are spec181
Lexi.~gton. Mass .. The catch is Mrs. Pond suggests that students
funds of more than $24,000
that there is no hospital in seeking financial
assistance
available for students named
Lexington.
. should exhaust the facilities
Anderson. Baxendale. 'Borden,
When asked whether there are
available in her office before
Bright, Downer, an~ Pennoyer.
unused funds available at Conn.. paying more money to any
. -At CorneD, Amencan ~dlans
Mrs. Pond was quick to point out scholarship search type outfit.
mNew YoIi<Slale are e11l1ib1e
for
"Nobody gets money who doesn't
If after consultation with Mrs.
$1,000 a year, if they ailree to
need it."
Pond's office. you still need more
study farming.
The financial aid office tries 10 help, try calf roping.lt.s not real
-There are SpecIal grants at
match the total available funds to hard and Arizona is nice this time
Columbia for chUd....n of "'ew
(he indh';r!ual noed of each •.•. ".

H IStorlan T 0 Spea k ~
e

e

by IIetII PoIIIInI

"He's also a missionary for
IIDOd histocy," remari<ed one of
Dr. John Webster's
Hinda
friends.
:rhe
f{iend
was
describing Websl1!r, an Indlan
history specialist and ml88ionary
of the United Presbyterian
Olurch.
"Gandhi:
Religion
and
Politics" is the tDi>ic of the
&melBy,March 6 Faculty Forum
in WIndhaIn living room- sponIlII'I!d by Chapel Board. After a
short lecture by John Webster.
George Daughan
from the
Gournment
department
wiD
lrIefly respond, followed by an
open dIacussIon.
Webster
is currently
a
ReIearch Fellow at Yale Divinity
School, wbere
he teaches
"Gandhf
and
the
IndIan
Nationalist· Movement." He is
also a Research Associate of
South Asian lnIltitute at Columbia
University and a Visiting Scholar
at Union Theological Seminary.
Webster's
dual,
althougb
amplementary, occupation was
lnIplred by his Indian roommate
at Union Theological Seminary,
where he recefved his B.D. He
p-e~
W88 graduated.wlth a
B.A. from Amherst CoDege.
- After gettiJW his maater's at
iucItnow University in 'Inilia,
Wetiifer and his wife Ellen were
"hooked" to that country. Theyapplied for a five-year stint as
missionaries,
knowing
they
would be sent to India.
Webster's educational mlsaion
led him to teaching Earopean
history, and specializing in Indian history at BarIng Christian

~~.:w~~bis
"::':.t~':'.;

--..,
and mlasionary work, Webster
- simultaneously
responded to
IndIan education's needy cries
Lor help.
W

DescrIbing India's educational
system. Webaler pointed out
examples 01. leachers reading
lectw-es from lelltbooks, and
requiring student memorization.
''The examination system, as aD
Indians ·know. is in' need of
relbrm," Webster added.
Webaler found his role as a
teacher 01. history expanded to
include ahowIog other teached
and students how to leach and
learn history. He reacted by
writing "An Introduction
to
History", wbich will be publi8hed
thisIndiamo.
nth by McMiJ!8n Co. of

I

I

His is also the author of ''The
Christian
Community
and
OJange in 19th Century North
India."
As a ChrIstian mlasionary,
Webster' believes; "The search
&.."'
for truth ultimately leads to
~
W ...L
.&.
'"'
Christ." As an educator
of
By De Loris Lkh;strl
often
exclude
the
RT only
and privileges.
history, he aima to aid his
Perhaps you have noticed
hecause outside duties prevent
One of Ule aims of t.he
students
in their
personal
attendance.
organization is to welcome the
searches
for truth and un· students who do not live in your
midst, but who tura up in your .
Joining a special group that
incoming RT and supply inderstanding of their pasts.
n"'.ls al 4:30 p.rn. is an atclasses,
sit
next
to
you
in
the
fonnation regarding procedures
Upon discovering one's history
Iractive but usually impossible
and responsibilities before .the
and identity, the Indian student library, or stand behind you in
idea for a job holder or a family
line
at
the
bo"'hop.
student has a chance to become
then can examine the p-esent
chef.
Close to 90 of these strangers
confused about parking. campus
assets. liabilities. and resources
have retlD'ned to continue their
ot the 28 RTs who have mail, libr.Rrv 1IC1~ al"!" <!<"! ~~
01. his environment. In this waY.
acquired senior standing, this
studies as members of. Conn.'s
n····,
.. full
Webster seeks "19 get them to
Return to CoDege Program.
year, thirteen will receive campus P ivileges and may use
consider questiona of value."
These-- are students
whosf>
diplomas this spring. This is an
any l.u .IJ..~.. .' '-::; <\.- .,. ~,.iU1d
He hopes to make his students educations were interrupted for
average number when compared
rules that apply to students are
"aware of themselves as per.
to
past
years.
reasons. The decision
observed.
sons." "Studies are not simply to numerous
to retlC';.
~he...ui,.piJS lU earn a
Marcia Pond, Director ci the
Since 1969more than 110 RTC
chaDenge us as minds, but as degree is generally the result of
Return to College Program,
students have graduated from
whole people." he continued.
k-rlg ,!;.,I ~~ ..,:-:-:" f~ ....:;.' ~
pointed out the generally exConnecticut College. Fifteen
fn
contrasting
The RTC students' ages range
ceUent accomplishments of the
have graduated
cum laude;
leaching in India and
fr:>lfi. lht' iilld-lw~nLlt:'> ,.ij.mw u.
f
mature student. noting that RTs
the
United
States,
Admission is based on meeting
are welcomed by the faculty as
six. SWluna cum laude. Five
Webster
pointed
academic standards, not on age
serious men and women who
were ejected to Phi Beta Kappa.
language
and
worl<hard and so weD.
or sex, The student who has been
,h...
., C:I.. .....
"'~ \.lJllt~nL~u 1,,0,
educationaf structw-e as
uIt's the secoml time arauna
actively involved with work,
in the role 01. strangers. Nancy
the major differences he
for these older students and they
marriage, child rearing, or
Peel<. newly enrolled in the
has discovered. Since
mean business,
Dean Alice
military service enters with a set
degree program,
speaks in
most higher education
Johnson elillained.
of. circumstances and goals that
support of the nascent RTC
in India is conducted in
One
of
the
COmplaints
heard
are unique, but all seem to share
organization. "We don't want to
English. students are
·from Return to CoDege students
the characteristic of enthusiam.
feel like second-class citizens; we
forced to overcome a
is
summed
up
by
a
graduatinll
Off campus obligations and
. . l: tQ feel we belong and the
linguistic
handicap
lime spent commuting
are
senior who said, "So many ci
",rJ~' YtitY Ulat 15 gl l:lf: To hapoen
foreign to American
considerations
that
count
RTs have repeatedly staled that
's to ITlake OpsiIHau work."
students ..
slrongly with this segment of the
there is a persistent feeling of
Webster and his wife
coDege community. When an
alienation, as if we really don't
(
are living
in New
belong."
"RT" is not attending Classes or
London
while
she
hitting the bo... chances are he
With the founding ci Opsimath.
finishes her outstanding
or she is holding down a job, the new RTC organization,
requirements for a B.A.
acting in a parental role, or
members hope to remedy this
in Religious Studies at
engaged in civic action.
grievance.
President
of the
Conn.
Operating
within
the
group. George Gorlon, promises
He will lecture again
frameworl< of limited time imthat with the cooperation of all
.:
.
,.. //"
.
April
4th
on
poses pressures. and the RT is
RTC members, Opsimath will
.,
""---'....-....
-'''-o.~
. "ChrIstianity and Social
p...·licularly affected in this area.
rep-esent them and aid the
Change in 19th Century
Events that take place on campus
stUdents.
giving
them the
Northent India."
....
I[,
other_ than .. sched11led .claoae& .. seQHity ,f!' k iJ9'1'\lj'o!1.
tki,;;,rich.lo ....
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Alcriitatiorl Transcends
to Conn
by Nancy Levin
Transcendental "meditation is
technique
which,
through
relaxation. helps people reduce

they work umler. College
students like T.M. bealuse it
helps them cope with the man
pcessures of college life.
y
stress, tension, a-net other
There is evidence that learning
problems such as restlessness, ability can imprilve after only 24
and the inability to concentrate.
months of meditating. Long-term
T.M. was developed in 1958, and and shurt-term r~cal1. for
have shown im..
since then over 900,000 people in example,
the world have become involved provement from 32 per cent to 55
per cent, and3:i per cent to 70 per
in it.
T.M requires no special setting,
cent respectively.
preparation, of life style. It has
There will be a Transcendental
been taught in a careful, Meditation symposium at Conn.
systematic, and uniform way to College on March 28. Jack
people of all ages, nationalities,
Shumacher, a professor at the
and walks of life.
University of Maine and a T.M.
SIMS-I MS.
(Student)
In- teacher, will deliver a lecture.
ternational Meditation Society, a
After his lecture there willile a
non-profit organization, trains : discussion 'l'ith St.'unacher and a
teachers of T.M. Every teacher is panel of Conn. Coli, ~eprofessors
approved by Maharishi Mahesh on the implications l .T.M. in our
Yogi: founder of T .M. and SCI. society. Students. can ngn t'" at
Selence of Creative Intelligence.
the symposium to learn T.~)
FOl a small
initial fee the
There are many scienti! ~-tJ
student
is taught
how to proven
physiological
.... meditate, and is periodically
pcovements which are available
checked by his teacher to make by writing World Plan Executive
sure he is receiving the toial Council, NalfOnai Center. 1015
benefits. The teachers have all Gayley Ave.• Los Angeles. CA
been through this program. and 90024.
still continue extensive training.
T.M. also offers- psychological
T,M. appeals
to Western
benefits which cannot be exCivilization because of its proven plained in terms of statistics.
benefits. 'I'oday's businessmen
such as inner tranquility and
and women use T.M. to re.' ...., in. ' j'~cd
':'C;:idsf~A,,:i.,'· w;".
Ii. "
;-, voursell anu your surroundings

Th" seven LamlHirelli

on the

stage

11953 pl>oto).

End Of A Le{!"nrl
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Lamperelli's

By Michael Hasse
Larnperellis, known to most of
US as New London's dilapidatedtacky bar, has been sold to the
New London Redevelopment
Agency.'
The Agency's members said
that the $250,000 purchase was
the most effective way to rid the
ll,Nn of one of Bank Street's mosr
unwieldy bars.

Go Ask
Oakes

Closes Down

The Seven Larnperelli Brothers
Restaurant and Bar opened 25
years ago and soon became one of
Connecticut's leading nightclubs.
Alfred Lamperelli one of the
original
seven'
brothers.
described their restaurant as a
place where everyone went to
have a good lime and enjoy good
music. "We followed the times,"
he remarked. "We opened with
the big band sound of tbe original
Seven Brothers Band. and Iat...
augmented our show with other
leading pojJ1lar groups. We were
also the first in the area to come
out with rock and roll."
The 350 per90l1 ballroom hosted
the Glenn Miller Band. -the
Tommy rJQl'llCyBand. Sam The
Man, and Buddy Rich "just to
mention a few," added Lamperelli ..
About 12 years ago. howev er,
problems began. Redevelopment
<leslroyed many old residences

tenement housing in the downtown area"The major businesses
left !be district along with the
working middle class. Lamper ellis reputation
began to
decline.
They lost most of their
respectable
clientel
to the
suburban bars.
After a few years of fights,
busts and prostitution arrests
"we wanted to gel out" added
Larnperelli.
In 1m the Shaw Cove Urban
Renewal project planned to
demolish
the
restaurant.
Awaiting this the brothers
stopped making .repairs to !be
building, which added to their
problems.
Aft... a- five year delay the
Redevelopment
Agency bought
LarnPerellia last month. "We
were 8 victim of circumstance"
Larnperelli remarked. ''We were
glad to get out of there."
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On Jan. 28. 1977 the Campus of the College and Assislant to the pcoximately $221.500 savings.
Communicator published your President, added that "We're
recommendation
that
all just a reflection of how the
became
members of the College are situation is outside of the College., DeB".:"f';:·t.::SjohnsOll
'.
urged to help in continuing the People are reverting to driving
.faster again and we're steadily the Dean of juniors. many,. many
program of energy conservation.
,
sopho!llOres and juniors were
creeping
back to precrisis
complaining daily about the
I:y Jam .. HoW811l
Five basically sound measures
WID'
ter's cold weather UI'
were listed to accomplish this. slandards.
reception received 'This
by Dean
"Both agreed that because of .TeHennepe. E·th
sections of thIS' country and
Please correct me if I seem to
1 er h e had no
. ts or drought UI' other sections has
be on a witch-hunt, but I find it th eo ld steam heating systems in lim e. no sympa th y, no patten
created "a cockamamie year"
distressing to maintain a lower mos t 0f our buildings we cannot just coulctl't care.
as efficiently
as
Now that the juniors bave Dean for
human
and
animal
thermostat selling at home, then conserve
populations,
according
to a
enter a classroom that is possible.
Th
.
al
Johnson,
I
feel
very
jealous
for
I.
_ ere IS ways the situation as a sophomore, had to encounter report of the Interior Departsimultaneously being warmed by
ments U.S. Fish and Wildlife
a, heating system and cooled by where th ennostats are pushed up Dean TeHennepe and was scared
an d no one comes al ong to pus h
Service.
air rushing in through
open th
b k d'
to death. I wished I could go
em ac own again, President
across the hall to Dean Johnson.
Hibernation patterns of bears
wmdows.
ATfteriene;na
If we are truly interested in Ames restated that the college But no. inslealI. I was shot down"-' in • I•• ~. which is -r--"
uncommonly warm weather.
saving our resources, it is ap.- has an ed ucation al responsibility
to heighten the communities
bY Dean TeBeMepe with very have been drulicaIly altered,
parent that we must all bear our
·
sarcastic. degrading criticism.
awareness
0
e
enVIrOnment.
causing some scientists to fear
f
th
part of the responsibility. For
Leroy Knight. Treasurer of the All I was doing was asking a that the bears wll1 seek food in
some reason your recomoutlined the comparative
question.
villages.
mendation has either failed to college.
consumption of fuel and eleeI know that I speak for the
The drought on the w.. t Coast
~ach all concerned or is being tricity from 1974-75 and 1976-77.
majority of sophomores and
has forced ducks and geese to be
Ignored by a few.
crowded together on reduced
00 you see the waste of fuel as He said that in 1974-75 the college ~:':u!~~,!Is':y
consumed 12.164 barrels of oil Or how much
longer
do surface water in ponds and lakes.
a. problem
of any
real
and that this year it has used
_ This overcrowding wll1 create
Significance at Conn Collese? 12.093 barrets through January.
sophomores taIre Sll£h abuse? ' "enough stress to trigger cholera
What I 'mentioned may well be
He continued that this figure is
and botulism
outbreaks
in
Isolated, but I thought I would slill a savings for it has been a
A. President Ames declined California," the report states.
accept your offer to "Go Ask
from answering this lelter as it
Oth birds
al, .... fta th ir
winter than two years ago.
...
are _......
e
Oakes." Also, could you make colder
As for electricity. two years ago
would display a lack of finesse on migration
patterns
to find
any comment regarding the level we ... ed 2,812 milliOll Kilowatt
his part'
warmer climates in the south. Ice
ct energy conserVation so far this hours. whereas this year, our
and smw bave frozen !be tail
winter and how it compares'to the figure for electricity
conFifth Ave. card Shop
feathers of male peacocks to the
eflorts of last year?
,sumption is up to 3.333 kilowatt
New London Mall
ground, resulting in staivation.
Asked by: De Loris Lidestri.
hours.
The
reason
for
this
is
the
cards
_Stationery.
Posters
Ironically the two oil spills off
RTC senior.
new library - a large energy
Gift Wrap. Pa rty Goods
Nantucket Island and in the
Delaware River this year have
A. President Ames replk .. absorber. Mr. Knight stated that
A NO
helped the watelfowl becalllC
"Yes, I do see waste of fuel as ~ there has been a 315 reduction in
much, much more
"they nudge<! many birds out of
problem and I know we can do the energy ... ed since 69'·70' and
thY- .. bas- resulted
in aP-'·L.~..;-"_~---'"" ~ area befORllhe deep freeR
belter:: Mr. Churchill, Secretary

l:i~~

r

brothers

RR

stunned the East Coast," according to the Interior report.
Salmon, trout. and game fiah in
the Great Lakes have also been
affected bY low water levels and
freezing water. Fortunately,
statei the report, "fish in the
deep !aires of New England are
unaffected. ..
The report continues citing the
effects of this wint... on deer,
insects. cows and moose. It isquick to point out that ''WInters
like this have a favorable and
Wlfa vorn!lle impact."
The report emphasizes that tbIS
wiJlter is a classic example of the
Darwinian theory of natural
selection. "Wildlife faces an
-energy crtals every winter. yet
they manage to cope. The strong
survive and the species adapls,"
notes a nat ... allal in the report.
Since the cold weatber uperienced this winter is not man's
fault our concern must be with
"witoessing
the event and
recording Ita impact with involvement IImlted to C&lICS of
extreme need," says. the report.
All the biologists quoted in the
report"ellpeCl the winter of '77 to
have an impact OD next year's
hunting,
flablng and birowatching." Just what this Impact
wll1 be remains to be --

-------------------------III!IIw
Dorm BallAnything ButDormant

DORM HOOP RESULTS
ANDSTATS

.... CbrIIe,...
with biB 22 points. Unlort .... ely. spent aD week aerenadIng Oakes
FoDen"""e took bel" Paul Sabatino blew the whistle on from ac ...... lbe green) and a 1:>Gallie Results (Feb. 21-%7) _
cuatDmary ...
In the .....
ber Freeman 21 times as the Rebels point performance in the second
Larrabee 3.
Jarkness70
green shoes. IIOt matching her seIf-deBlructed to lbe tune of 61- balf by Etbm Wolfe 10 gain ill
Freeman 39
K.B.161
orange dress, Dick Goddard
39. Jeff Lonstein bad a perfect 11 . first win of lbe year over a
Burdick II 45
J.
A.
59
for 11 night at lbe charity stripe hapless K.B. IT squad 59-45. The
c sneaked a pelIk at biB f100NDate
Facully64
Off-Campus 59
and took oil bls ever-pre ....
en roote to a 19 point night and Dick was looking for its first win
Quad 140
Morrisson 38
turtleoed< and domed biB tank Jim utwin bad 17 to keep K.B. in also, but wben bead cheerleader
W, stSide66
K.B.II34
lop. Meg.. gasped, Dick pa88ed,
p1aY-<lffCllltentlon. Maybe nelll Beth Barry took off for lbe
It uilton-Windham 55
Alumni 43
& .. d Catlin ICOred two Ii. biB 23 time
lbe Freeman goon squad weekend.
the
inspiration
IL
poinlslo lead HamiItoo-Wlndlam
will go to a bands oIf polley after necessary for victory was not
Standings
I. past Alllllllli 53-43. Once again, beinll Iold by lbe Commissioner forthcoming. Maybe Beth can use
ffaJ;ry Pa/ten Memorial Division
Paul Lantz M.B.A. Division
Mark "The Human Eraser"
!bat theY're playing basketbaD a llllJe bit of ber lberapy training
lL
W-L..
Pet.
G.B.
W-L Pci G.B.
Warren, with biB incredibly long and not putting down lbe Attica on lbis bunch of misfits.
Faculty
4-0 1.000 - Quad I
:>-1 I· 00 appendages
(Megan gasped)
..,rising.
In a bettIe between undefeated
West Side
4-1 .800 'h Harknes
4-1 1.000 I>
blocked numerous sholl allowing
Wblle John Perry was sucking divisional leaders, Faculty won a
Hamilton-Windham 4-1 .800 I> Off-campus
3-1 .75tJ II'z
the Alum.s 10 keep within striking beers at his !rolber's wedding. see-saw baltle over Off-Campus
K.B.I
3-1 .750 I Freeman
2-2 .500 21>
diatance of Gee!<, Downtown, and his Quad 1 teammates
were 6+W. steve' Uttle Fritz' Brunetli
Lambdin-Lazrus
2-2 .500
2 Alumn
1-3 .250 4
Catj but not even uK.O." Curry sucking wind against Morrisson.
ernpled for 16 points in lbe !bird
Larrabee
1-3 .250 3 J.A.
14 .200 4
could derail The Train.
The Quad squeaked oot a 40-38
quarter and gunning along wilb
Quad II
1-3 .250 3 Burdi U
(l..4
.000 4'h
steve Utwin (20 Its.) picked..,
overtime win by lbe hair of H.P.'s
Marge's boy was "Right-Lane"
Morrisson
14 .200 31> K.B.'
0-5 .000 5
the scoring slack left by Marc bead on OT baskets by Dave
(lbat's not lbe passing lane)
Burdick I
e-a .000 31>
''K.O:ed'' Offenbartz and T. BeD Fiderer
and H.P. himself.
Hampton
(22 points).
Offto pace the West Side Story past MorrissoD, playing without Roy Campus used a more balanced
everybody's favorites, K.B. IT, Fiskio who is renegotiating his attack (Katz 16, Barnett 14.
Leadlug Scorers
66-34. 'lbe West Side placed nine contract. got splendid play from
Heath 13) in an allemIt to show
G.P ... pts ... Ave.
nien in the scoring column. Bill McCauley (16 Its.) and lbe superiority of the team
Brunetti,
Faculti
3 81 27.0
Sussldnd bad 16 of K.B. which Buckwheat (8 Its.), just back
conceIt to the individual style of
Fiskio,
Morrisson
3
76 25.3
only got 6 points from lbe Bobsey from fiJming "Rocky Part IT."
the Faculty.
Following last
sprenger, Larrabee
4 94 23.5
Twin Combo of Russ Franldin
Bolb leams bad trouble finding
week's orgy, Faculty was not
Callin. Ham.-Wind.
4 94 23.5
and Port Scott.
lbe hoop as Quad scored only_6 even considered in lbe Crow and
Hampton. Faculty
4 93 23.3
Harkness keIt rolling along. points in tbe first quarter and
Tune Player-<lf-th...week comMcCauley, Morrisson
4 75 18.8
rooting Larrabee 70-37 to keep Morrisson bit for only 4 in lbe
petition; in fact. Brunelti's game
Katz, Off-Cr "'pus
4 '68 17.0
their perfect record intact. G. lblrd. Rumor has itlbat Sarge is high 2lI points will not even be
Fiderer, Qv dJ
5 82 16.4
"Swordsman" Knopfler keIt bis looking for a graduate of Ed
mentioned in Ibis week's article
.Perry, (;) J I
3 49 16.3
Marinaro's
alma
mater
to
coach
(sorry
Bru).
record intact as be put lbe ball in
Crow aDd Tuna Player-<lf-tb... I~
lbe bole 9 times to score 18 blsclub. Will Fiskio be in uniform
points; wbile Larrabee
saw nOlllweek? We understand all he
Week: Bill McCauley
nolbing of lbeir own drop .xceIt
is asking for is five balls from lbe
Showing great poise aDd skllJ,
Doug Sprenger's scoring average DuoTron - come on Fred, don't
McCauley led his time 1010 OT
which pllllnmeted five points.
de... ive lbe fans of seeing one of
against
a superior
loe by
LATE BOX SCORE
Artie Ber g. disguised
as lbeir favorite stars.
dominating lbe offenstve and
CONNECTICUT
(57)
COAST GUARD (62)
Frederick Cown. came as a on...
In a bBtUe of the Have-nots.
defensive boards as weir- as_
FG
FT
TP
FG
FT
TP
man arsenal and attemIted to J.A. combined an 8-point second
providing some e.cellent oullide
Simpson
4 1
9
MObley
7 2 16
blow away K.B. I slrJgIebandedly quarter by lbe Gator (who had
marltsmansblp.
Levy
5 1 11
Schultz
3 1
7
II)'

E8IIe Crww

Megm

i

•
......
...

-
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Conn Takes Guard To The Limit

Cot janie
Rawson

C.B. T.

3

0

6

Jones

7

1

15

3

2

8

Kozemchak

o 0
0
3 0
6
1 0
2
26-5-57

Kenny
Tripps
TOTALS

HAlftime:

Brock

1

1

7

Macleish

7

7

21

Reis

3

0

6

Masiero
Simonka
DiNicola

3 0
6
1 1
3
0 0
0
25-~2.62

TOTALS

29·27Coast Guard

End of Regulation:

52·52

FIlLL ClII".C"I\\:
t"lO' ..l·...1 h;lIIh -

~ll \ 0111'

J_ SOLOMON

INC_

Stationery &
School Supplies
27 Bank Sf. New London

\t:I\
I.'ON.,
.LU.

1.0\1)0\

J VI "' l! 1\ 'l~.
,1110 f HI .-

()

OCEAN PIZZA

II \1.1.
.$'J

.1.111 T;

JO ,l.ll'.:

1)'00

1'(;0

fl.'

P.III.

PALACE

,

88 Ocean Avenue
New london

lei. 443-0870

T-akeAdvantage

Pearl's
WIG

CASTLE
LARGEST IN NEW ENGLAND
Distinctive Selection of Wigs and Hairpieces
Custom Toupees and Wigs for Men
NEW LONDON MALL
442-5555
156 BROADWAY, - NORWICH
886-2111
.
$5 off any wig purchase with this .coupo~
.

01 our

DAII. Y SPECIALS
I

Monday Tuesday Wednesday
Thursday -

Plain Pizza 99¢
Meatball Grinder $1.25
- Mozzarella Pizza $1.25
Eggplant Grinder $1.25

Also Very Often Buy
3 PIZZAS OR:3 GRINDERS

Get a Quart 01
COKE -

FREE

WATCHOUR WINDOW SIGNS

,.....--

--This Week In Sports
Women's Basketball: Tonight, Clark University,
6:30. (Last game 01 the season.)
Gymnastics: Saturday, Yale, 2:00.
sailing: Salurday, Flying Junior Invilational at
Coast Gua rd.
This Week In Dorm Basketball
SUnday: 1:00, Quad II vs. Off-Campus; 2:30,
Freeman vs. K. B. II; 4:00, Alumni vs. Burdick II;
7:00, Harkness vs. Quad I; 8:30, Lambdln-Lazrus
vs. K. B. I; 10:00, Morrisson vs. FaCUlty.
Monday: 8:30, West side vs. Burdick I; 10:00,
Larrabee vs. Hamilton-Windham.
Tuesday: 7:00, J.A. vs. K.B. II; 8:30Freeman vs.
Ofl-Campus.
Wednesday: 7:00, Harkness vs. Burdick II; 8:30,
K.B. l vs. Faculty; 10:00, Burdick I vs. Alumni.
II

B" League

Monday: 4: 00, Park vs. Morrisson; 5:00, Burdick
vs. Lambdin.
Tuesday: 4:00, Harkness vs. Windham; 5:00,
Morrisson vs. Burdick.
Wednesday: 4:00, Park vs. Freeman; 5:00,
Lambodin vs. Windham.
Thursday: 4:00, Harkness vs. Lambdin.

Cagers Show They Belong
ByAlaaGoochrlD
It may bave taRn three losses
without a win in the past weelllor
the Camels to make believers 01
the world (or al ieasl uf :If ...
Division III basketballelll). No
one really e!peded Connecticut
College to beat Wesleyan, Ilab80n
or M.I.T., last week's opponents.
They were right, we lost all three
gllllles. But it was the way we lost
thal made people take notice.
Tuesday
nigbt
was
a
homecoming 01 sorts for Conn's
Herb Kenny in Middletown, as
the Camels
met Wesleyan
University (coacbed by Herb
Kenny Sr.) lor the first time in
history.
The
Cardinals,
poasessing a 15-4 record, were on
top in the Little Three Conlerence
consisting 01 Wes. U., Trinity,
and Amberst. They fully expecledto blow the Blue and White
hallway to Meriden, wbicb tbey
s1rnost did in the first ball. Only
the shooling of Dan Levy keiX the
score as close as the seven point

Varsity Coaches Discuss Seasons
Charles Luce On Men's Basketball
This rear's me~'s basketball squad linisbed the season with a 5-14record (not included is,the
season s finale With Coast Guard Tuesday nigbt). Normally the coach 01 a team with sucb a
poor won-lost record would sbow disappointment at baving won only five 01 nineteen games.
However, Coacb Charles Luce was not discouraged abouttbe 76-77 campaign wben be talked
With PUNDIT on Monday allernoon.
Stating tbat o~eof his goals was to "establish ourselves as competitive with tbe best teams in
NCAAECAA D,VISIOnIII," be felt that this goal was accomplished. He added tbat, had tbere
been a bit more depth at the outset 01 the year, the team would have lared much belter belore
the winter break. (They lost their lirstfive). However, tbe bench improved vastly over the
course of the campaign.
PUNDIT commented on tbe lack of attendance and enthusiasm at borne games. Luce expressed opt~m
tbat when students realize that they have something substantial to support,
enthusiasm Willbegin to increase, along with the number of spectators.
Coach Luce summed up his leelings by saying that this year's Camels accomplished "all that
anyone could have expected of tbem and then some. In my nearly twenty-five seasons of
coaching basketball I have never had a team that gave so much of themselves." Junior lorward Andy Rawson added, "No one all season long ever said tbat we didn't belong on the same
court with these teams. We never embarrassed ourselves out there." By these and other
standards, the season bas to be regarded as a success.

pl.

December,
or if they bad
balllime deficit. (In the first ball,
miIlakeIlly gone to the wrong
Levy bit on 6 lor 6 from the lloor,
schooL Jeff Simp_ bit from
outside shols all.)
cknmtown lor II
and Herb
The second hall left no doubt as
Kenny,
a
IIII'JlriJe
starter
lit
-:
to !!!~~rior
ability 01 the
fui'Wii~
tallied
!@;
lID
Cardinals however, as they inOn Sat..-day the Engineers 01
•
creased the seven points to 22 al
M.L T, an up-ancHl>wn team all
'"
one lime in the gllllle. Even
season, (every lime they JlDDpedthough the Camels outsbot Wes 5&
~, they came back do~
ii
per cent to 52 per cent from the
Newton's law, you know) diOO't ..
floor, they only managed 4li shots
to 64 lor the Redbirds, leaving the need a sliderule lD see that they
final score 72-$. Levy (8 lor 10) had a distinct beight advantae
with 17, Jeff Simpson and Kenny over the Camels. Nevertheless, in
with 12, and Ted Cotjanie with 10 the opening minutes 01 the glIDe,
Co>
were the high scorers lor Con- they couldn't seem to calculate
the
distance
to
the
basket
from
necticut.
Thursday night Babson College where they were shooting, and
returned to Cro gym, frothing at missed their first ten shots. Conn
01 this and
the mouth at the prospect 01 took advantage
grabbed
an
early
lead.
However,
playing CoCo once again. Need
you be reminded tbat the first the odds were against M.I.T :::l
lime these two clubs mel, in the missing every shot they look
Whaler City Invitational, the (2431 to 1 they said). The
Green lolded, spindled, and Engineers obeyed the law 01
nearly mutilated the Ships 01 the averages to the letter, and added
~ a 2&-24 lead at the half.
Desert, 91-1i6? Thursday the
In the second half, disaster
result was tbe same; only the
score was changed to project the struck as guard Simpson reinjured an ankle and had to be
impotent.
Alter taking a three point removed from the floor. Paul
halftime lead, as a result 01 Canelli was forced into the
playmaking role, and filled in
tenacious, hump-busting delense,
welL
But the loss 01 the lloor
the Camels lost the momentum
general had a great effect on the
and Babson's height advantage
came into play. In the second half other lour Camels, and things lell
Conn was outscored 4:;-36, and apart and near-panic creiX in.
dropped the decision 71-65. M.I.T. prevailed 7ll-64.Dan Levy
However, the Bostonians left the was high man lor Connecticut
gym wondering if this was the with 16, lollowed by Andy
same team they had clobbered in Rawson with 12 and Simpson with 10.

i
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Marge Howes On Women's Basketball
Women's basketball coach Marge Howes termed the 76-77 season a success in terms of the
"vast improvement" made by her players during the course 01 the year. In speaking with
PUNDIT on Tuesday allerno?n, she credited tbe girls for "staying with it," working hard, and
not getting discouraged despite their poor won-lost record. She saw evidence thattbe Women
Hoopsters can play basketball, and play it well, in Monday night's game with Manchester
Commumty College which Conn won by 1,2.In the lirst meeting of these teams, Manchester
won by 19,emphasizing the gains made during the season.
As this was what Mrs. Howes called the first year of "real varsity status," she stated tbat her
primary goal was "to have players improve as individuals. I really didn't expeclto win many
games this year." Next year's team shows promise in that many 01 this team's inexperienced
fresh have good ability and will improve with each 'game. Paula Frost and Patty Burns are the
only seniors on tbe present squad.
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. Jeff Zimmermann On Gymnastics
Jeff ZlIDIDermann, the winningest coach on campus this season, is elated with this year's
gymnasts and their excellent record. A squad such as this could only please a coach, as there
are no semors and everyone ISreturning next year. Captain Ann Droullhet has qualified for the
EIAW ReglOnals for the third time in three years. The remainder 01 the team bas consistently
complied high scores, giving Zimmermann just one more reason lor calling this team "one of
the best I've ever bad." As for next year? "Look lor us to be even better."
-

-------Fencing
.... lbmed from \l8Ie lIbd8B
frommask to toes is considered a
legol hit.
The saber is classified as a
"hitting instrument," lor it bas a
Inllder blade than those 01 the
olber two weapons, and it is the
saber's.blade that is used to hit
the opponent rather than the tip
<1lhe weapon, as i.n loil and epee.
In saber lencing, the opponent's
entire. body IS the target area,
and thIS form of lencing is much
laster but less exacting than foil
or epee.
Leading
the
Connecticut
~:ge
lencers is Bela Babus! a
y
g man With an l1Ilpresslve

continued-------·

background and a long list of
credits in fencing. Born in
Hungary,
Mr. Babus began
lencing when he was eleven years
old, and by the age 01 fourteen he
bad become Hungarian Olympic
medalist and Intemational Youth
Champion
Fencer.
He has
qualified lor the National competition in lencing in all three
weapons lor the past seven years.
He has been a lencing instructor
and coach at the State University
<1New York at Fredonia, and bas
been assistant coach and later
head coach in lencing at SUNY,
Buffalo. Mr. Babus bas been thelencing instructor <1 a military
regiment in Brazilia, Brazil, and
-;:Iias leliced nationally and in-

ternationally - in all three
weapons. Preseal1y w~
~ a
biologist and admlDlstrative
assistant at the Myotic Marinelife
Aquarium,
Mr. Babus b~s
generwsly volunteered lor tll!"
instructor-coacb position, and IS
woriling lor the college withoot
·pay.
Under the iJlSl;ruCtion01 .Mr.
Bela Babus, the ConnectIcut
College lencelll hope to develop
into a lencing club, and plan to
visit competition bouts to. watcb
and later lD Join incompetition ~
well. Mr. Bab.. reports ~e IS
willing to leach anyone With a
deSire to learn !eDdD& SO c<me

Jeff Simpson directs traffic lIeft), while he and
(harles "C.J." Jones play Dcigainst M.1. Ton right .
FINALBASKETBALLSTATS
(Not IncIDded is Tuesday'o game
with Coast GDard)

Games Scored In Total PIs.
Player
249
19
Dan Levy
184
i8
Jeff Simpson
159
16
Andy Rawson
186
19
Ted Cotjanle
154
18
Herb Kenny
Il6
15
Qulrles Jones
87
14
Cliff Kozemchak
'J:I
6
Delroy Tripps .
62
14
Paul CaneIli
5
2
Giles Trougbton
4
2
Mike Amaral
2
1
Paul Sabatino
2
1
Rich Channick

Ave.
13.1
10.2
9.9
9.8
8.5
7.7 ....
4.8
4.5
4.4
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0

(Averages are compiled based only ... the games Ia wbldl811
ladJvI4bII player ocored at least oae point. U a player was Ia a
game bat dlda't score, the game was not COlIIIted Ia comp_
lIle scorlDg stats.)
OONNECTICUT
OPPONENTS

PoInIIF...
1287
1387

Ave.PerGame
66.7
71.9

on out
all you Ja\eDtZonlI! En <. J~---"!""'-""'!'~!'!'!~I!!IJIJJIJI""""'lml!"!''''!'!Im!"J!~
.......
o~gardef•
'I~M~~

....
~ I;:':;':ot;;;'f~-i~h-;;e -w,=-~:l~l-;;';-;;';;-;';;-';;;'-;;;';--;;';-;";:;;',...;.;:,.=,;/=.::.=..=;===,-------c

~. Turn On To Conn
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by Alan Goodwin
This weekend marks the official 'end of the winter
athletic schedule at Conn. With this comes the
reaIization that attendance at sporting events here is an
indication of the apathy that everyone says doesn't
exist. Every coach that I've talked to on this subject is
greatly disappointed with the turnout at their respective
games. This factor, the home crowd, really does have an
effect on the. performance of our athletic teams. Our
athletes should be commended for having the dedication
to compete, without receiving the acknowledgement
from Conn. students they need and deserve.
The College shouldn't have to make SPOrtilJgevents
into parties in order to get fan support. The night soccer
game with Wesleyan was a great occasion for the
athletic department, but this sort of bash should not be
necessary to caII attention to our competing teams.
All of the contests staged at Conn. are absolutely free,
but the rea I incentive to attend should be the high level
of competition found in these events. Maybe, in our
simple-minded American way of thinking, we feel that
we would only enjoy something that we had to pay to
see. I am not in favor of charging admission for sporting
events here, but maybe that's what it takes.

Gymnasts2-1ForTheWeek
Last week COIUl'S notorious
girls' gymnaslic team added 2
wins and 1 lOllS to their out·
slanding reconl. Monday, Feb. 2
th" nifty nine made their way up
10Kingoton, R.I. with their hearts
.. M&M's in hand. The IIi-meet
was against URI .. Bridgewater;
all 3 teams were evenly matched.
The close competition kept the
fans in a sweat.

,-----~-

Don't Forget ------

Don't forget the free skating being offered by the
Hockey Club. For information, contact the Phys-Ed
Office.
-

Then disaster struck,. much to
the dismay of the fans and coach.

The beam team had an imbalanced day. However, Lynde
Plavin and Sally Burrows stayed
on to receive 6.85 and 5.6. On floor
Exercises Captain Lynde Plavin
hit a trickier routine dazzling
fans but unfortunately not the
judges.
The final results left Conn. in
2nd place 10 URI scoring 99.10.
Tuesday's meet seemed anticlimatic. Bridgeport proved to be
an easy match and was beaten by
both the Coast Guard Academy
and our ownnilty nine. Highlights
of this competition included Anne
Drouilhet's
spectacular
performance on vaulting which
qualified her for the Eastern
_ Regional meet. The fans went
wild as she leored 8.2 in the
event, the highest score for the
season
Ihuse far.
During

Letter To The Editor
Dear Sports Editor:
In responseto your recent article entitled, "Why
Change?" we, as intercollegiate athletes, repl., that
we are not seeking change but improvement. We do
not want to develop into a UCLA, but we do not want
to lose to schools becauseof an insufficient athletic
program. You claim that you prefer "our
philosophy" to that of the "win-at-all-costs" attitude of the larger schools. But what in fact is our
philosophy? Ask any of the athletes (most of whom
are totally frustrated with the situation) and you
will find it is a win-in-spite-of.everything attitude.
The dedication and determination of the in",
tercollegiate athletes at this school and the push of
a few faculty are the only things keeping the whole
program from collapsing.
Oneof the biggest assumptions made by you and
many others is that by improving and enlarging our
program, it will become a "gung-ho, win-at-allcosts, give-the-athletes-a-car" program. But is it
not obvious from watching the intensity of the dorm
intra murals that it does not take a large elaborate
program at a big school for the win-at-all-costs
attitude to emerge?
In your article, you said, "An examination of how
Conn fares against larger colleges in both men's
and women's sports will reveal that we more than
hold our own athletically." But, why do we "hold
our own?" Not because of the program, nor the
almost non-existent support we get. nor becausewe
are "laughing at ourselves." No. It is because in
spite of everything we have' shown that we can be
serious about sports but still retain an easy-goi[lg
policy. We don't want change - we want improvement.
Sincerely yours,
Lisa Schwartz
and LeeStack

pulled througb to maintain their
lead with Anne Droullhet (6.85)
and Kathy Welker and Sally
Burrows scoring (5.25). A new
move was premiered by Sally
Burrows; she named it ''the Butt
Bmnp."

Com. vaulted into the lead with
a team total of 29.80. High scorers
for this event were Anne
Drouilhet
(8.05) and Amy
IlOOerts (7.9). The uneven bars
proved to be a painful ex·
perience. After many bruises and
determination, the inadequate
bars were sufficienUy adapted to
fit the visiting teams. Despite
these technical difficulties, Conn.

numerous jlllges' conferences,
Conn's girls entertained the fans
with a mini-eancan number on
the sidelines. The final results
showed Connecticut way ahead
with a 96.35.
The last meet of the season will
be Saturday, Marcb 5th against
Yale University. We urge all tlie
fans to attend.

Women's
Tennis
Moves Indoors

byUBancala
"Position silt! Position four!
Six! Advance one, two! Retreat t
one, two!" Anyone "" ssing by the
old bowling alley-new dance
studio in Crozier·WilIiams on
Tuesday evenings between six
and eight might hear these
commands and guess a new
dance course was in progress.
But it's not dance. It's fencing!
There's a group of people on
campus living outJantasies of the
Three
Musketeers
and incidentally
finding' out how
physically demanding the art of
fencing really is. Muscles that
are unaccustomed to the exercise
that fencing requires are painfully conspicuous the day after
that first practice, but most
people keep coming hack to
master the footwork, lunges,
parries, offensive and defensive
posilions of holding the weapon
that combine into the rigorous,

graceful,
and intellectually
challenging sport of fencing.
The object of fencing ill to
maneuver yourself and your
opponent so that you may score
the most number of hits or points
during your competition, or bout.
There
are
three
different
weapons used for fencing: the
foil, the epee, and the saber. The
first
two are
considered
"touching instnlments," because
the lips of these weapons are used
to hit the opponent on his "target
zone." The target zone for fencing with the foUis tfie opponent's
head, which is protected by a
steel mask, and his torso, which
is protected by a plaster shieldvest worn by the fencer. For
further protection, all swords'
lips are "buttoned,"
that is
covered so the tip is blunt. In
epee, the target zone includes the
!encer's entire body - anything
continued 00 page fifteeo

The Connecticut CoDege girls
wiD participate in their first
official indoor collegiate match
against Dartmouth on Saturday,
March 26 at The Waterford
Racquet Club.

In a pre-season

warmup

journey, the Dartmouth team will
play indoor matches against
Brown University, Providence
CoDege and Connecticut CoDege.
Dartmouth has agreed to pick up
the tab.
Six Connecticut CoDege team
members will cut their vacations
short in order to come back for
the match. Other matches on the
girls' schedule this spring include
The University of Connecticut,
Clark University, Providence
CoDege and Mt. Holyoke.

